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Introduction

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory of strong interactions which describes the
world of baryons and mesons. It was formulated in the 70s. Its basic elements are quarks,
and gluons which are responsible for the interaction between the quarks. Its two well-
known features are asymptotic freedom and confinement. Another important phenomenon
is the breaking of chiral symmetry. Although confinement and chiral symmetry explain
different features of the hadron spectrum, they are believed to be related. This relation
is strongly supported by evidence that deconfinement and the chiral-symmetry restoration
occur at the same temperature. Nevertheless its essence remains to be understood.

QCD is a quantum field theory like quantum electrodynamics, but the differences be-
tween them are enormous. Also the methods, used for their study, differ a lot. Perturbation
theory explains asymptotic freedom, but it was necessary to develop several methods to
describe and to understand non-perturbative aspects of QCD, e.g. lattice regularization or
functional approaches using Dyson-Schwinger equations. Actually the lattice formulation,
introduced by Wilson in the 70s, became a really robust and powerful tool for the study
of QCD. Nowadays lattice investigations of QCD cover a whole spectrum of problems and
topics - the hadron spectrum, the phase diagram at finite temperature and density as well
as confinement.

One of the most important conceptual breakthroughs in lattice QCD represents the
correct implementation of chiral symmetry. The small masses of the two light quarks
lead us to investigate this symmetry as well as massless limit of QCD and its significant
consequences. To study the chiral limit in the lattice formalism we are forced to break
the symmetry in a proper way, and its restoration occurs only in the continuum limit. A
significant progress represents the proposal of Wilson and Ginsparg in [1] which defines a
very appropriate symmetry-breaking. Their approach was successfully implemented by a
few new forms of lattice Dirac operators. Our work will focus on one of them - the so-called
overlap Dirac operators.

A field where Ginsparg-Wilson fermions lag behind other formulations is the physics
at finite temperature and density. At the same time, this is the field where it is most
interesting due to the existence of the phases with broken and unbroken chiral symmetry
and the transition between them. Lattice QCD at finite density is a very young direction in
general because of very demanding computations, which arise from the fact that the fermion
determinant is not positive definite any more. Recently, in Ref. [2] a way of introducing the
chemical potential for the overlap Dirac operator was suggested. Our work concentrated

vii



viii INTRODUCTION

on one particular basic question - once we introduce the chemical potential, we should
demonstrate that thermodynamical quantities reproduce the continuum behavior, which
is known for free massless fermions. We showed that these quantities approach well the
continuum behavior (see Ref. [3]) thus the definition is correct, at least for free fermions.

A way how to solve the non-positiveness of the fermion determinant at non-zero chem-
ical potential is to define imaginary chemical potential. In this approach we have a simple
relation between the grand canonical approach and the canonical approach - we can project
the grand canonical partition function on a canonical partition function by means of Fourier
transformation. Thus we cross from a system described by the imaginary chemical poten-
tial to a system described by the quark number. Once we can do the projection effectively,
we can describe accurately the grand canonical system with real chemical potential too.
This is ensured by the fugacity expansion of the grand canonical partition function which
is a great benefit of the canonical approach.

Here we will investigate a recently proposed projection method, Ref. [4]. The method
enables us to study larger lattices and to do the projection in a controlled way from the
point of view of the computation accuracy as we will show. We will also study the impact
of the center symmetry on the fermion determinants as well as other properties of the
canonical partition functions.

Another, long unsolved problem of QCD is confinement. So far no full answer or
explanation of the phenomenon was found. Today there exist various competing scenarios
of confinement, none of them generally accepted and fully satisfactory. But it is believed
that the keystone of confinement lies in the structure of the QCD vacuum and is tied
firmly with nontrivial topological properties of non-Abelian gauge-field configurations. The
problem is complex, each scenario captures some aspects, and maybe the real answer of
the essence of confinement is a joint picture of ingredients of more than one scenario.

An important issue of confinement is a correct description and explanation of potentials
between static charges from various representations of the gauge group. The potential of
a static quark-antiquark pair in the absence of dynamical fermions exhibits, for SU(N)
gauge theories, three different behaviors: at small pair-separations it is Coulomb-like;
at intermediate distances a linearly rising potential is present where the corresponding
string tensions of different representations are approximately proportional to the quadratic
Casimir; and finally at asymptotic distances color screening takes place with an N -ality
dependence of the string tensions instead of Casimir scaling.

A confinement scenario which gives us an explanation of both Casimir scaling and N -
ality dependence is the center-vortex scenario. Recently, a model of Yang-Mills vacuum,
originating from that scenario, was proposed in Ref. [5]. The model accounts for both
scalings not only in SU(N) gauge theories, but even in gauge theories with trivial group
center. An example of such theories is G2 Yang-Mills theory. In our work we computed
string tensions in the intermediate regions and showed the presence of Casimir scaling in
this theory. The results were published in Ref. [6], and they support the suggested model
of the YM vacuum and the importance of the group center in the confinement mechanism.

The thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 1 we mention briefly the basics of QCD,
including the definition of the theory and the path integral, the lattice regularization and
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the Monte Carlo method. This part summarizes the necessary knowledge and notions.
Chapter 2 deals with the study of the chiral symmetry at finite temperature and density.
The spectral representation of the overlap operator for the case of free massless fermions
is derived, which we apply to study properties of some thermodynamic quantities. In
Chapter 3 we focus our attention on the investigation of a new method for calculations
of canonical partition functions on the lattice. Using the method we study the properties
of the partition functions and the fugacity expansion. Chapter 4 covers our study of
the qq̄-potential in G2 lattice gauge theory. Finally, in appendices we summarize our
notations and conventions and present some technical details of calculations and review
some mathematical properties of the exceptional group G2. The bibliography at the end
of the thesis contains mainly references to textbooks and papers directly related to topics
covered.
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Goals of the PhD thesis

• Study of thermodynamical quantities for free massless chiral fermions at non-zero
chemical potential.

• Optimization of the calculation of fermion determinants at non-zero chemical poten-
tial and study of their properties.

• Optimization of the simulation for G2 lattice gauge theory and proposal of an effective
smearing procedure of link variables for improved measurement of potentials between
a quark-antiquark pair on both symmetric and asymmetric lattices.

• Investigation of potentials for color charges from the fundamental and higher repre-
sentations in G2 lattice gauge theory and study of the presence of Casimir scaling in
the theory.
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Chapter 1

Lattice QCD

1.1 Brief introduction to the quantum field theory

and the path integral

QCD - quantum chromodynamics - is a theory which describes the interaction of quarks,
the constituents of baryons and mesons, i.e. it is the theory of strong interactions. It is an
SU(3) local gauge theory and constitutes an essential part of the standard model of particle
interactions. The quarks are represented by fermionic fields ψAi,f with three indices: (1) the
Dirac index i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4; (2) the SU(3) [color] index A, A = 1, 2, 3; (3) the flavor index
f , f = 1, .., 6, which enumerates different types (flavors) of quarks. Nowadays we know
there are 6 different quarks: up, down, strange, charm, bottom, top.

The action of QCD is given as1

S =

∫
d4x

(
− 1

2g2
Tr F ντFντ + iψ̄γMν (∂ν + iAν)ψ − ψ̄mψ

)
, (1.1)

where g defines the coupling constant and m is the mass matrix. The quarks are described
by the fields ψ and ψ̄. The field Aν = Aaνt

a, a = 1, . . . , 8, where ta are generators of SU(3)
algebra, is the gauge field causing the interaction between the quarks. The field tensor
Fντ = F a

ντ t
a is defined as

Fντ = ∂νAτ − ∂τAν − i [Aν , Aτ ] . (1.2)

The important property of QCD is the SU(3) local gauge invariance. This symmetry
is given by the local gauge transformation

Ω(x) = eiω
a(x)ta . (1.3)

The quarks transform under this transformation as

ψ̄(x) → ψ̄′(x) = ψ̄(x)Ω†(x), ψ(x) → ψ′(x) = Ω(x)ψ(x) (1.4)

1Summation over repeated indices is understood. Color and flavor indices are suppressed. Some con-
ventions are summarized in Appendix A.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. LATTICE QCD

and the gauge field as

Aν(x) → A′
ν(x) = Ω(x) (Aν(x) + i∂ν)Ω†(x), (1.5)

preserving thus the action unchanged.
QCD as a quantum field theory can be defined in several ways, e.g. through the

canonical quantization or the path integral formalism. The lattice formulation is based on
the latter. In the path integral formalism, we define the partition function Z

Z =

∫
D[Aν ]D[ψ]D[ψ̄]eiS , (1.6)

and the vacuum expectation value of an operator O is expressed as

〈O〉 =
1

Z

∫
D[Aν ]D[ψ]D[ψ̄] O[Aν, ψ̄, ψ] eiS, (1.7)

where S is the action (1.1) and D is the measure of integration which is defined very
formally in the continuum as the path integral itself, but it becomes a well-defined object
after the introduction of the lattice as a regulator. The integration is performed on the set
of all field configurations.

An important component of the path integral formulation is the Wick rotation. A direct
application of (1.7) leads to difficulties caused by oscillating functions which arise from the
complexity of the functional exp[iS], therefore one performs an analytic continuation into
the imaginary time as t→ −it. Thus the functional gets real2, which is especially important
for Monte Carlo simulations where this factor assumes the meaning of a probability. The
expectation value is expressed then as

〈O〉 =

∫
D[Aν ]D[ψ]D[ψ̄] O[Aν , ψ̄, ψ] e−SE

∫
D[Aν ]D[ψ]D[ψ̄]e−SE

, (1.8)

where SE is the Euclidean version of the action. Working in this formulation all the time,
we will omit the subscript E.

1.2 Introduction of the lattice

The lattice formulation provides a non-perturbative approach to QCD, and it is tied with
the path integral formalism of field theories because it is a way how the path integral can
be defined. The idea is to replace the continuous space-time in the Euclidean formulation
of QCD by a discretized space-time – lattice. The simplest choice is the 4-dimensional
grid with a hypercube of size at × as × as × as as the basic element. Then the whole
lattice is built of Nt × Ns × Ns × Ns such elements. We usually set Nt = Ns = N and

2There are some exceptions, e.g. thermodynamics at finite density, which is the topic of the second
chapter.



1.2. INTRODUCTION OF THE LATTICE 3

at = as = a, with the exception of the finite temperature physics for example. As we said
the introduction of a lattice provides a regularization of our theory. Having a lattice with
spacing a, the momentum pν acquires the values

pν =
2π

aN
(kν + θν), kν = −N

2
+ 1, . . . ,

N

2
(1.9)

on the finite lattice. θν are the boundary phases. On an infinite lattice, one obtains

−π
a
< pν ≦

π

a
. (1.10)

That means we have really a cut-off in the momentum-space.
In this section we summarize the basic notions of the lattice formulation. For exhaustive

and full reviews of the formulation see Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10].
The fermionic degrees of freedom on the lattice are represented by Grassmann

variables ψ and ψ̄ defined at each site of the lattice (see Fig. 1.1), where each Grassmann
variable is labeled by three indices – Dirac, color and flavor index. The algebra of these
variables is the standard Grassmann algebra, whose basics can be summarized in a few
definitions:

• Let us have a set of Grassmann variables ψi , i = 1, . . . , N . Then the basic relations
defining the algebra are:

ψi ψj = −ψj ψi for ∀ i, j .

• All functions of Grassmann variables are given in the form:

A = a +
∑

i

aiψi +
∑

i,j
i<j

aijψiψj +
∑

i,j,k
i<j<k

aijkψiψjψk + · · · + a12...Nψ1 . . . ψN ,

where a, ai, aij , . . . , a12...N are complex numbers.

• On the set of functions we define an integral as a linear functional with the basic
properties:
∫
dψ = 0,

∫
dψψ = 1, dψi dψj = −dψj dψi,

∫
dψN . . . dψ1ψ1 . . . ψN = 1 .

• Finally, we define derivatives by the following set of relations:

∂

∂ψi
1 = 0,

∂

∂ψi
ψi = 1,

∂

∂ψi

∂

∂ψj
= − ∂

∂ψj

∂

∂ψi
,

∂

∂ψi
ψj = −ψj

∂

∂ψi
(∀ i 6= j).

Having established fermionic variables, we must define the Dirac operator which is a
very subtle task on a lattice. To outline the problem, consider the Euclidean Dirac operator
in the simplest form (for a single flavor):

S =

∫
d4xψ̄(x) (γν∂ν +m)ψ(x). (1.11)
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Figure 1.1: Basic gauge variables on the lattice.

In a naive way, one can construct the Dirac operator on the lattice by the replacement of
the partial derivative with the difference operator, and the action can be written in the
form3

S = a4
∑

x,y

ψ̄x

(
γν
δx,y+ν̂ − δx,y−ν̂

2a
+m0δx,y

)
ψy. (1.12)

Such an operator has the required form (1.11) in the naive continuum limit a→ 0. However,
a closer inspection of (1.12) reveals the so-called doubling problem, i.e. the operator involves
additional, unphysical particles. To illustrate it, let us express the propagator (= the
inverse operator to the Dirac operator) in the momentum representation:

D(p)−1 =
m01− ia−1

∑
ν γνsin(pνa)

m2
0 + a−2

∑
ν sin(pνa)2

, (1.13)

where p is from the first Brillouin zone, p ∈ (−π/a, π/a >4. The corners of the Brillouin
zone - π0 = (0, 0, 0, 0), π1 = (π/a, 0, 0, 0), etc - are denoted as πA, where A = 1, . . . , 16.
Now consider p = πA + k where k is small. Then the propagator looks like

D(p)−1 =
m01− i

∑
ν cos[(πA)ν ]γνkν

m2
0 +

∑
ν k

2
ν

+O(a2) = U+
A

m01− i
∑

ν γνkν
m2

0 +
∑

ν k
2
ν

UA+O(a2), (1.14)

where U is a unitary matrix. We see that each corner replicates the behavior of the corner
π0, which only represents the right continuous limit behavior. That means the Dirac
operator (1.12) describes 16 particles instead of a single particle.

3Parameters entering actions, like m and g, are denoted as m0 and g0 on the lattice.
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There are a few ways how to deal with the doubling problem. One possible solution,
used in the next sections, will be described here. It was proposed by Wilson in Ref. [11].
The essence of that proposal is to introduce a term into the action which has the form

ar

2

∑

x,ν

1

a2

(
ψ̄x+aν̂ − ψ̄x

)
(ψx+aν̂ − ψx) .

Such a term has several advantageous properties: it vanishes in the limit a → 0, but
the non-physical particles get an infinitely large mass as a → 0. The naive lattice Dirac
operator from (1.12) together with the Wilson term define the Wilson-Dirac operator

(DW )x,y = − 1

2a

∑

ν

[(r1 + γν) δx,y+ν̂ + (r1− γν) δx,y−ν̂ ] + δx,y

(
m0 +

4r

a

)
. (1.15)

We will use this formulation with r = 1.
Another approach is to distribute the fermionic degrees of freedom over the neighbor

sites as it is done in the case of staggered fermions where one reduces the theory in 4
dimensions to a theory describing only 4 particles.

The discussion of the lattice Dirac operator is not exhausted with this. We restricted
here the replacement of the partial derivatives to the simplest symmetric case. Of course,
to decrease lattice artifacts one could adopt also a more accurate approximation for the
derivative; however, the doubling problem remains still present. Beside the doubling prob-
lem, another aspect of lattice Dirac operator is the chiral limit which is the topic of the
second chapter.

Gluonic degrees of freedom: In quantum field theories the construction of a lo-
cally invariant action from a globally invariant one introduces additional fields - the gauge
fields. Following this procedure we also construct an action which is invariant under local
transformation of lattice fields and has the right limit for a → 0. The reason is we want
to define physics on the lattice preserving the local gauge symmetry, unlike the Lorentz
symmetry which is always broken by the introduction of the lattice.

In the case of the lattice Dirac operator, we always encounter terms like

ψ̄x+ν̂ψx

which connect different lattice points and are not invariant under the local gauge transfor-
mation

ψ̄x → ψ̄xΩ
†(x) , ψx → Ω(x)ψx.

To impose gauge invariance the lattice equivalent of the Schwinger line is introduced.
Because it is a purely gauge-field quantity, it serves for an introduction of gauge-field
degrees of freedom on the lattice too. Thus we define the so-called link variable Uν(x) (see
Fig. 1.1), which is an element of the gauge group and which transforms as

Uν(x) → Ω(x)Uν(x)Ω
†(x+ ν̂).
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Then we can replace all terms in the action according to the following prescription

ψ̄x+ν̂ψx → ψ̄x+ν̂U
†
ν(x)ψx,

ψ̄xψx+ν̂ → ψ̄xUν(x)ψx+ν̂ ,

ψ̄x+2ν̂ψx → ψ̄x+2ν̂U
†
ν(x+ ν̂)U †

ν(x)ψx etc,

and in this way obtain a locally gauge-invariant action for fermions.
Every element of a Lie group can be written as eiX where X is an element of the Lie

algebra, therefore we can also define the field Aν(x) as

Uν(x) = e−iaAν(x).

Using this definition, we can define the lattice action for gauge fields in the simplest way
as

SL,g =
2

g2
0

∑

x

∑

ν<τ

Re Tr
(
1− Uν(x)Uτ (x+ ν̂)U †

ν(x+ τ̂ )U †
τ (x)

)
, (1.16)

which in the naive continuum limit reproduces the first term in (1.1). The expression
Pντ (x) = Uν(x)Uτ (x+ ν̂)U †

ν(x+ τ̂ )U †
τ (x) is called the plaquette. To have a simpler notation,

we introduce the so-called inverse gauge coupling βg = 2d/g2
0 where d is the dimension of

the representation of the gauge group. Similarly as in the case of the Dirac operator, we
could also define better lattice actions for Sg - from the point of view of lattice artifacts
(the so-called improved actions).

After introduction the gauge fields, the Wilson-Dirac operator has the form

(DW )x,y = 1

[
m0 +

4

a

]
δx,y −

1

2a

4∑

ν=1

[
(1− γν)Uν(x)δx+ν̂,y + (1 + γν)U

†
ν(x− ν̂)δx−ν̂,y

]

(1.17)

1.3 Monte Carlo method

The direct calculation of the expression (1.8) for the path-integral, with the exception of
some special cases, is an unsolvable task. It can be attacked with Monte Carlo method in
the lattice formalism. In this case (1.8) has the form

〈OL〉 =

∫ ∏
x,ν dUν(x)dψ(x)dψ̄(x) OL[U, ψ̄, ψ] e−SL

∫ ∏
x,ν dUν(x)dψ(x)dψ̄(x)e−SL

, (1.18)

where SL is Euclidean lattice action and OL is the lattice operator corresponding to the
continuum operator O.

The algebra of Grassmann variables allows us to integrate out the fermionic degrees of
freedom, leading to

Z =

∫ ∏

x,ν

dUν(x)dψ(x)dψ̄(x)e−SL =

∫ ∏

x,ν

dUν(x)e
−SL,g[U ]det[DL(U)], (1.19)
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where SL,g is the gluonic part of the action and DL is the used lattice version of the Dirac
operator. Also, the operator OL is mapped on a new one,

OL[U, ψ̄, ψ] → O
′

L[U ]. (1.20)

In spite of getting two complicated and non-local objects, det[DL(U)] and O
′

L[U ], expecta-
tion values can be now evaluated approximately using the so-called importance sampling
technique, i.e. they are estimated as average values computed on an ensemble of field config-
urations U i, generated with the probability proportional to e−SL,g[U i]det[DL(U

i)] := f(U i),

OL ≈ 1

N

N∑

i=1

O
′

L[U
i] (1.21)

which has the property that if the number of configurations goes to infinity, OL → 〈OL〉.
The ensemble is generated by a Markov process which is characterized by the transition

probability P (Ci → Cj) satisfying the following conditions:

1. in each step every point of the phase space is in principle accessible, i.e.

P (Ci → Cj) > 0 for ∀ Ci, Cj ,

2. the function P is normalized to 1, i.e.

∑

j

P (Ci → Cj) = 1,

3. it satisfies the detailed balance condition

f(Ci) P (Ci → Cj) = P (Cj → Ci) f(Cj),

which ensures that the function f(Ci) is an eigenvector of P in the following sense

f(Cj) =
∑

i

P (Ci → Cj) f(Ci).

The idea of the Markov process is to generate a chain of configurations where the new con-
figuration is a randomly generated configuration Cnew and is accepted with the probability
P (Cold → Cnew). The properties 1 and 2 imply for such a process that Cnew is closer or at
most at the same distance from the eigenvector as Cold.

Monte Carlo implementations of the Markov process can be divided into two groups:
local and nonlocal. In the case of local Monte Carlo, we update in each step one degree
of freedom. The local Monte Carlo algorithms are usually useful for theories where we
are interested only in the behavior of the gauge fields, i.e. a theory without fermions, or
in quenched simulations where det[DL(U

i)] is set to be equal 1. The most used updating
methods are:
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1. The Metropolis method (described in more detail e.g. in Refs. [9], [12]), which is
given by

P (Cnew, Cold) = min
(
1, e−(S(Cnew)−S(Cold))

)

or equivalently

P (Cnew, Cold) =

{
1 if S(Cold) > S(Cnew)

∼ e−(S(Cnew)−S(Cold)) if S(Cold) ≤ S(Cnew)
.

This algorithm is simple but not very efficient because we have a strong correlation
between the old and new configurations.

2. The heat bath method (Ref. [13]), defined as

P (Cnew, Cold) = P (Cnew) = k.e−S(Cnew),

which has the advantage that the new configuration is independent of the old one.
To get an efficient algorithm for larger groups one can use the Cabibbo-Marinari
procedure, described in Ref. [14].

A special kind of updating is overrelaxation which does not change the value of the
action, and therefore such an update is always accepted. The overrelaxation is usually used
together with the Metropolis or heat bath (Refs. [15], [16], [17]) to speed up simulations
and to reduce correlations.

The idea of nonlocal Monte Carlo algorithms is to update in one step not only one
variable but a cluster of sites (or links) or the whole lattice at the same time. They are
used in the case of a large physical correlation length, when we make calculations on large
lattices, or when the action is nonlocal, e.g. including the dynamical fermions, that means
det[DL(U i)] is not set to 1. The basic types are the Langevin algorithm or the hybrid
Monte Carlo method [9], but these methods will be not used in our simulations.

1.4 The continuum limit

In the previous sections we outlined how to construct objects on lattices and how to
calculate the corresponding observables. To make real predictions from lattice results, we
have to take the limit a → 0 (with N → ∞ at the same time). The limit is very subtle
because e.g. we want to restore the Lorentz symmetry too.

Introducing the lattice we define one dimensionful quantity - the lattice spacing a. On
the other hand all lattice predictions are numbers, dimensionless quantities. Variables
entering actions are dimensionless practically too because we can redefine the original
quantities, ψ, g0 and m0 into dimensionless quantities by absorbing the corresponding
power of the lattice spacing a. We will denote them by hat as4 ψ̂, ĝ0 and m̂0. We will
assume now for simplicity that the only variable of our action is g0.

4In our case: g0 = ĝ0
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Renormalizability leads to the argument: the physics in the limit a→ 0 is independent
of the lattice, of spacing a; and at any change of a, we can tune g0 to preserve the physics.
In the limit a→ 0, g0 goes to a critical value g∗0 which ensures a divergence of the correlation
length and thus the restoration of the broken symmetries of the continuum. For a non-
Abelian theory, which is asymptotically free, this critical value is g∗0 = 0.

To derive the relation between a and g0, let us consider an arbitrary observable Ophys

which has dimension d and to which O(a, g0) corresponds on the lattice. For example the
mass gap or the string tension can be assumed. The output of lattice simulations is the
observable O(g0), satisfying the relation

O(a, g0) =

(
1

a

)d
O(g0). (1.22)

It follows that the observable O(g0) has to go to zero to get a finite result in the continuum.
As we said, we can modify g0 according to a so that the physics remains the same.

Then for the derivative along the line of constant physics we obtain

a
d

da
O(a, g0) = (a

∂

∂a
− β

∂

∂g0

)O(a, g0) = 0 (1.23)

where we introduce

β(g0) = −a∂g0

∂a
. (1.24)

The right-hand side can be expressed as a power series in g0 which we can calculate in a
perturbative approach up to arbitrary power in principle using the relation (1.23) e.g. for
the potential between a quark-antiquark pair. As an example we mention the result for
pure SU(2) gauge theory. In that case the β function to the lowest order is given by

β(g0) = − 11

24π2
g3
0 := −β0g

3
0,

and we thus obtain, by solving Eq. (1.24)

a =
1

ΛL
e
− 1

2β0g2
0 :=

1

ΛL
F (g0). (1.25)

Here ΛL is a constant. It has the dimension of mass and sets the scale in our theory. We
fix ΛL by comparing lattice and experimental results, and then we can predict values of
other physical quantities in terms of ΛL.

Comparing (1.22) and (1.25) the observable O(g0) should behave, close to the contin-
uum, as

O(g0) ∼ F (g0)
d.

Of course, O(g0) does not follow this behavior for all g0, only in the so-called asymptotic
scaling window. From the scaling behavior one can infer the value ΛL.
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Chapter 2

Thermodynamics in the chiral limit

In the last years one can follow a considerable progress in lattice simulations of physics
at finite temperature and non-zero chemical potential. The emerging picture of the QCD
phase diagram1 is summarized as in Fig. 2.1 (Refs. [18, 19]). The left picture displays
the phase diagram as a function of mu = md and ms for zero chemical potential. We see
that the physical point is in the crossover region, i.e. changing the temperature one goes
continuously between the confined and deconfined phases. On the other hand, we can see
very different behaviors when changing the mass parameters. The right picture shows the
situation when one turns on the chemical potential. Here the blue line corresponds to the
case when the masses are set to the physical values - for a certain value of Tc and µc there is
one critical endpoint where a line, representing locations of points of 1st order transitions,
starts. Thus we can expect a real phase transition above µc between different phases of
nuclear matter.

The red line describes the massless limit of QCD, i.e. the situation mu = md = 0. The
limit is relevant because of the relatively small masses of the up- and down-quarks (≃ 4.4
MeV) compared to the typical hadronic observables like the string tension (

√
σ ≃ 400

MeV) or the masses of hadrons (like mproton ≃ 938 MeV). We call it the chiral limit. In
the left picture of Fig. 2.1, this limit lies in the upper-left corner.

The different behavior of the massless limit is due to a new symmetry - the chiral
symmetry. It is expected to be broken at low temperature and to be restored at high
temperature. Both phases should be separated by a 2nd order transition at zero chemical
potential. The order parameter which measures the symmetry breaking is the chiral con-
densate. The situation is even more interesting at finite density, where one thinks there
should be a tricritical point P (red point of Fig. 2.1, (LHS)). Additionally, the chiral phase
transition seems to coincide with the deconfinement transition in QCD, which could be a
strong signal of a relation to confinement and the transition between the confined phase
(= nuclear matter) and the deconfined phase (= plasma), although they have different

1Here we have to emphasize that this picture is more a consensus than a verified statement. It was not
proved on the lattice rigorously, but the results of some models and indications from lattice results lead
us to believe in this picture.

11
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the picture is from Ref. [19].

natures.2

Despite numerous previous studies (for reviews see [18] and [20]), the finite-density
lattice simulations are still computationally expensive because of the sign problem – at
non-zero chemical potential the fermion determinant and thus the weight function are not
positive definite. The computations get even more difficult when one extends the study
to the chiral limit because of more complicated structures of Dirac operators. Therefore
lattice fermions with the right chiral symmetry are still not so much developed as other
types, and a lot of further developments are still required.

We begin the chapter with a short introduction to thermodynamics on the lattice as
well as in the continuum. Afterwards we explain basic aspects of the chiral symmetry on
the lattice. Then we proceed to our own results - the spectral representation of the overlap
operator [2] for the case of free massless fermions is derived, which we use to study the
behavior of thermodynamical quantities at non-zero temperature and chemical potential.
Finally, we conclude the chapter by a short summary and further developments in the field.

2.1 Introduction to QCD thermodynamics

Continuum: The partition function of a canonical system which is in equilibrium at a
temperature T is

Z(T ) = Tr
[
e−βH

]
(2.1)

2In QCD where quarks are from the adjoint representation, both transitions occur at different temper-
atures. That suggests we cannot expect a kind of natural and common explanation for both phenomena.
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where β = 1/kT and H is the Hamiltonian of the system. k is the Boltzmann constant,
which we set to be equal to 1.

Now let us assume a general case where the Hamiltonian describes a bosonic field ϕ
and fermionic fields ψ and ψ̄. In the path integral formalism the partition function can be
expressed as

Z(T ) =

∫
D[ϕ, ψ̄, ψ]e−SE [ϕ,ψ,ψ̄], (2.2)

where the action SE has a form

SE [ϕ, ψ, ψ̄] =

β∫

0

dτ

∫

R3

d3~xLE
(
ϕ, ψ, ψ̄

)
. (2.3)

Here LE means the Euclidean form of the lagrangian density, corresponding to the Hamil-
tonian H . The fermionic fields are defined on the space R

3 × 〈0, β〉 with antiperiodic
boundary conditions in the fourth direction and periodic boundary conditions in the first
three directions. The bosonic field is defined with periodic boundary conditions in every
direction.

On the lattice we discretize the measure D[ϕ, ψ̄, ψ] and the action SE is replaced by
some lattice version SL. For usual lattice simulations3 we have a finite space given by
(aN)3 and the temperature T = 1/a4N4.

In a lot of situations we have to take into account the quark number density nq too.
For instance in the case of heavy ion collisions or matter in neutron stars. To describe such
situations we introduce the partition function of the grand canonical ensemble

Z(T, µ) = Tr
[
e−(H−µiQi)/T

]
, (2.4)

where µi is the chemical potential, Qi are conserved charges (see e.g. [21]).
The thermodynamical quantities can be calculated from Z in a way known from the

statistical physics, i.e. the energy density or pressure are calculated as :

ǫ =
1

V
〈H〉 p ≡ T

∂ logZ

∂V
. (2.5)

Chemical potential on the lattice: For free fermions in the continuum, the con-
served charge is Q =

∫
R3 d

3~x ψ̄(~x)γ4ψ(~x), and it corresponds to the global U(1) symmetry4.
Therefore according to (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) the action with non-zero chemical potential is

SC [ψ, ψ̄, T, µ] =

β∫

0

dτ

∫

R3

d3~x
(
ψ̄(x)γν∂νψ(x) +mψ̄(x)ψ(x) + µψ̄(x)γ4ψ(x)

)
,

3In this chapter we will use the convention N1 = N2 = N3 := N , and N4 will denote the size of the
lattice in the 4th direction; the same is valid for lattice spacing.

4In the one-flavor case the conserved charge, corresponding to this symmetry, is equal to the fermion
number operator.
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and the partition function is given by

Z(T, µ) =

∫
D[ψ̄, ψ]e−SC [ψ,ψ̄,T,µ]. (2.6)

As outlined in Sec. 1.2, we can write the lattice action for zero chemical potential and
without the doublers as5:

SL(β) =
∑

x

(
−1

2

∑

ν

[
ψ̄x (1− γν)ψx+ν̂ + ψ̄x+ν̂ (1 + γν)ψx

]
+ ψ̄x [m0 + 4]ψx

)
,

which means we replaced the first two terms by their lattice versions. The term which would
include the chemical potential cannot be obtained by a simple transcription of µψ̄(x)γ4ψ(x)
on the lattice. To introduce chemical potential on the lattice in a correct way, which e.g.
has the right continuum limit, we derive first the corresponding lattice current

Jν = −ψ̄x (1− γν)ψx+ν̂ + ψ̄x+ν̂ (1 + γν)ψx, (2.7)

its fourth component times µ gives us the final form of the action

S(β, µ) =
∑

x

(
−1

2

∑

ν=1,2,3

[
ψ̄x (1− γν)ψx+ν̂ + ψ̄x+ν̂ (1 + γν)ψx

]
−

−1

2

[
(1 + µ)ψ̄x (1− γ4)ψx+4̂ + (1 − µ)ψ̄x+4̂ (1 + γ4)ψx

]
+ ψ̄x [m0 + 4]1ψx

)
. (2.8)

The functions (1 + µ) and (1 − µ) are usually replaced by appropriate functions f(µ) and
f(µ)−1, so that they satisfy the following requirements

1. for small µ we obtain f(µ) ≈ 1 + µ+ o(µ2) ,

2. time reflection invariance leads to f(µ) = f(−µ)−1 .

The natural choice for such a function is f(µ) = eµ, Ref. [22]. A consequence of this choice
is that in the momentum space the introduction of the chemical potential is realized by
p4 → p4− iµ. Another consequence is that the link variable in the positive fourth direction
is multiplied by a factor eµ and in the negative direction by e−µ, respectively.

Finally, if we want to have a theory with the gauge interaction, we define the link
variables and a lattice gauge action like in Sec. 1.2.

5In this section we set a = a4 = 1 to simplify the notations.
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2.2 Chiral symmetry

Consider the lagrangian of QCD in the two-flavor case with the u and d quarks

L =
(
ū, d̄
)( i

(
/∂ + i /A

)
0

0 i
(
/∂ + i /A

)
)(

u
d

)
−
(
ū, d̄
)( mu 0

0 md

)(
u
d

)
, (2.9)

where /∂ = γν∂ν and /A = γνAν . When we set mu = md = 0, we obtain that the action is
invariant under the following set of transformations:

ψ′ = e−iαataψ, ψ̄′ = ψ̄eiαata , (2.10)

ψ′ = e−iα1fψ, ψ̄′ = ψ̄eiα1f , (2.11)

ψ′ = eiαaγ5taψ, ψ̄′ = ψ̄eiαaγ5ta , (2.12)

ψ′ = eiαγ51fψ, ψ̄′ = ψ̄eiαγ51f , (2.13)

where 1f is the unit matrix in the flavor space, ta = σa/2 denotes the generators of SU(2) in

the fundamental representation which act in the flavor space. ψ denotes (u, d)T . Therefore
the action has the symmetry

SU(2)R × SU(2)L × U(1)V × U(1)A. (2.14)

The symmetries originate in the following properties of the Dirac operator at mu = 0,
md = 0:

Dcγ5 + γ5Dc = 0 and Dct
a − taDc = 0. (2.15)

Here we denote Dc = i
(
/∂ + i /A

)
1f .

The lagrangian can be written as a sum of two parts where each part depends only on
either the left- or right-handed components of the fields ψ and ψ̄, defined as

ψl = Plψ :=
1− γ5

2
ψ, ψr = Prψ :=

1 + γ5

2
ψ,

ψ̄r = ψ̄Pl := ψ̄
1− γ5

2
, ψ̄l = ψ̄Pr := ψ̄

1 + γ5

2
. (2.16)

At the classical level, if we have a continuous global symmetry of an action, we have
also a corresponding conserved current jµ, satisfying ∂µj

µ = 0, and a conserved charge
Q =

∫
d3~xj0(x) which satisfies ∂0Q = 0 (Noether theorem). In our case the corresponding

currents are

Jaµ = ψ̄γµ
σa

2
ψ and J5a

µ = ψ̄γµγ5
σa

2
ψ. (2.17)

However, this is not true any more in quantum field theory, because the current J5a
µ is not

a conserved quantity. Such a phenomenon is called an anomaly, and it is a consequence of
the symmetry breaking in the quantum theory to

SU(2)R × SU(2)L × U(1)V . (2.18)
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How can we introduce the chiral symmetry on the lattice? A natural choice would be
to define a suitable lattice Dirac operator which satisfies the condition (2.15); but it turns
out that the definition of such an operator is a rather complicated exercise. This technical
complication is well expressed by a theorem of Nielsen and Ninomiya [23]:

Let us assume a lattice Dirac operator D(x, y) for free fermions in the Euclidean space
which is :

1. translationally invariant, i.e. D(x, y) =: D(x− y) ,

2. Hermitian: D(x, y) = D†(x, y) ,

3. local, i.e. |D(x− y)| decreases sufficiently fast.

Then we cannot have a theory which at same time satisfies (2.15) and is without doublers.
There are a few ways how to deal with the consequences of this theorem, e.g. staggered

fermions, which break the 16-fold doubling to 4-fold and still possess a U(1) chiral sym-
metry, or using a fermion formulation in 5 dimensions (domain-wall fermions). The third
way is to define the chiral-symmetry breaking in the mildest way which has the correct
continuum limit and try to find an action which satisfies this condition. The last approach
is discussed in the next sections.

2.3 The Ginsparg-Wilson relation

In 1982 Ginsparg and Wilson proposed a new formulation of the chiral symmetry on the
lattice. They suggested in [1] to define the lattice chiral symmetry by

Dgwγ5 + γ5Dgw = aDgwγ5Dgw. (2.19)

This Ginsparg-Wilson relation (G-W relation) defines the mildest way of the chiral sym-
metry breaking as it was mentioned in the last section.

Corresponding to the G-W relation one can redefine the chiral transformations (2.12)
and (2.13):

ψ′ = exp
(
iαTγ5(1− a

2
Dgw)

)
ψ , ψ̄′ = ψ̄ exp

(
iαTγ5(1− a

2
Dgw)

)
, (2.20)

where Dgw is an action which satisfies (2.19) and T is either ta or 1. We can also introduce
a ‘chiral version’ of the left- and right-handed projectors:

P̂r =
1 + γ̂5

2
, P̂l =

1− γ̂5

2
, γ̂5 = γ5(1− aDgw), (2.21)

which allows us together with the Pr and Pl to define the left- and right-handed components
as:

ψr = P̂rψ, ψl = P̂lψ, ψ̄r = ψ̄Pl, ψ̄l = ψ̄Pr.

In this way we can implement all the structure of the chiral symmetry on the lattice.
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Nowadays there are 2 known exact solutions of (2.19): the overlap fermions [24], which
we will focus in our work on, and the fixed point Dirac operator [25]. The latter is based
on Wilson’s renormalization group (RG) theory, i.e. this action is the fixed point of RG
transformations. It is moreover the so-called classically perfect action which has no lattice
artifacts in the classical theory. Beside these two operators one can also construct an
approximate solution [26] where one considers the most general form of the Dirac operator
as a linear combination of a suitable basis and after putting it into (2.19) tries to find
approximately the coefficients solving the obtained equations. Thus we can find a solution
of (2.19) with arbitrary precision.

The overlap fermions were originally proposed by Neuberger in Ref. [24]. Nowadays
this approach is presented in the modern form through the Dirac operator

Dov =
1

a
(1− γ5 sign [γ5H ]) :=

1

a

(
1− γ5H(H2)−1/2

)
, (2.22)

where

H = 1− aDW .

DW is the Wilson-Dirac operator (1.17). As a side remark, Eq. (2.19) is satisfied too when
we choose another lattice Dirac operator instead of the Wilson-Dirac operator DW in the
definition (2.22).

The overlap operator satisfies the following relation

aDovD
+
ov = Dov +D+

ov = aD+
ovDov, (2.23)

which is a consequence of its γ5-hermicity, i.e. γ5Dovγ5 = D+
ov, and Eq. (2.19). Eq. (2.23)

leads to the fact that the eigenvalues of Dov lie on a circle (see Fig. 2.2 below).

The advantage of the overlap operator is that it is an exact solution of the Ginsparg-
Wilson relation and has a compact form. The disadvantage compared to fermion for-
mulations mentioned earlier is that its numerical implementation is computationally very
expensive. As shown e.g. in [27], no exact solutions of (2.19) can be ultralocal6, therefore
these Dirac operators include hopping terms between all lattice sites.

2.4 The spectral representation for overlap fermions

The overlap Dirac operator with chemical potential is defined by

Dov(µ) =
1

a
(1− γ5 sign [H [µ]]) ,

H [µ] = γ5 [1− aDW (µ)] , (2.24)

6An action is called ultralocal if the interaction between fermionic degrees of freedom is zero beyond a
finite number of the lattice spacings.
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where DW is the Wilson-Dirac operator, given as

(DW )x,y(µ) = 1

[
3

a
+

1

a4

]
δx,y −

1

2a

3∑

j=1

[
(1− γj)Uj(x)δx+ĵ,y + (1 + γj)U

†
j (x− ĵ)δx−ĵ,y

]
−

1

2a4

[
(1− γ4)U4(x)e

aµδx+4̂,y + (1 + γ4)U
†
4(x− 4̂)e−aµδx−4̂,y

]
. (2.25)

The Wilson-Dirac operator for µ = 0 satisfies γ5DW (0)γ5 = D+
W (0), which is called

γ5-hermicity. This relation implies that the operator H(0) is hermitian, and therefore
its spectrum is real. When µ 6= 0, the γ5-hermicity of DW is lost and also we lose the
hermicity of H . That means the eigenvalues are in general complex, therefore we have to
define the sign function on the complex plane using the spectral representation of H which
is expressed using its left- and right-eigenvectors. For the analytic continuation there was
a proposal in Ref. [2] which defines the sign function as sign of the real part

sign(x+ iy) = sign(x). (2.26)

Such a continuation leads to a Dirac operator with the following basic properties: (i)Dov(µ)
is not γ5-hermitian, but it satisfies: γ5Dov(µ)γ5 = D+

ov(−µ). (ii) Dov(µ) still satisfies the
G-W relation.

In Ref. [2] the spectral density of (2.24) was calculated, and it was shown that the
results, obtained for their definition of sign function in the complex plane, agree with
analytic predictions based on the random matrix theory. There remains a question (or
a check) which is still arising: is it a consistent introduction of chemical potential? In
Sec. 2.1 we proved practically that it is so, but now it is just an extrapolation to introduce
it in the same way. Our study of thermodynamical quantities in the free-fermionic case,
will give support that it is so.

Before we turn to the calculation of the spectral representation, let us derive some useful
formulas for thermodynamic variables using the spectrum of the operator. We consider first
the energy density. We start with a rewrite of the expression (2.5) into a more convenient
form

ǫ = − 1

V

∂

∂β
ln Tr

[
e−β(H−µN)

] ∣∣∣∣
β.µ=const

= − 1

V

∂ ln Z

∂β

∣∣∣∣
β.µ=const

, (2.27)

where the partition function is defined by the determinant of the Dirac operator. On the
lattice the Dirac operator is a finite matrix therefore we can write its determinant simply
as a product of all its eigenvalues λn. β is given by the extent in 4-direction as β = N4a4.
Thus we define the ∂/∂β as N−1

4 ∂/∂a4. So the energy can be written as the following
expression

ǫ(β, µ) = − 1

V N4

∂ ln det D

∂a4

∣∣∣∣
a4µ=const

= − 1

V N4

∑

n

1

λn

∂λn
∂a4

∣∣∣∣
a4µ=const

. (2.28)

We will also be interested here in the number operator, in general given as

np =
T

V

∂

∂µ
ln Z
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to which the following expression corresponds on the lattice

np =
1

V a4N4

∑

n

1

λn

∂λn
∂µ

. (2.29)

The first step of the calculation of the spectral representation is the Fourier transfor-
mation, which brings the Dirac operator to the block diagonal form. To determine the
eigenvalues we apply then the spectral theorem to each block, and finally this procedure
gives the analytic form of the eigenvalues.

The momentum space corresponding to our space 〈0, β〉 × L3 = 〈0, a4N4〉 × 〈0, aN〉3
including the antiperiodic boundary condition in the fourth direction is:

pi =
2π

aN
ki where i = 1, 2, 3 and ki = 0, . . . , N − 1

and

p4 =
2π

a4N4
(k4 +

1

2
), k4 = 0, . . . , N4 − 1.

Following this strategy we start with the Fourier transformation of H [µ] which has the
form

Ĥ = γ5h5 + iγ5

4∑

ν=1

γνhν , (2.30)

with

h5 = 1 −
3∑

j=1

[1 − cos(apj)] −
a

a4

[1 − cos(a4(p4 − iµ))] ,

hj = −sin(apj) for j = 1, 2, 3,

h4 = − a

a4
sin (a4(p4 − iµ)). (2.31)

To simplify several further expressions, we define

h2 =

4∑

ν=1

h2
ν .

To find the eigenvalues of Ĥ, we proceed in a straightforward way from the definition
of the characteristic polynomial

P (λ) = det
[
1.λ− Ĥ

]
(2.32)

P (λ) = λ4det

[
1− 1

λ
Ĥ

]
= λ4 exp

{
Tr ln

[
1− 1

λ
Ĥ

]}
,
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where we used a matrix identity to rewrite the determinant into a more useful expression.
Now we use that the logarithm of matrices is defined as a power series, and finally we
obtain, after some algebra, the eigenvalues:

P (λ) = λ4 exp

{
−

∞∑

n=1

1

n
.
1

λn
Tr
[
Ĥn
]}

= λ4 exp

{
−2

∞∑

j=1

1

j

(
h2

5 + h2

λ2

)j}

P (λ) = λ4 exp

{
2.ln

(
1 − h2

5 + h2

λ2

)}
=
(
λ2 −

(
h2

5 + h2
))2

.

We have found that Ĥ has two different, doubly degenerate eigenvalues

λ1 = λ2 = s , λ3 = λ4 = −s , s =
√
h2

5 + h2. (2.33)

The second part is the calculation of the right- and left- eigenvectors, denoted as lj and

rj. Using the form of Ĥ and that Ĥ2 = s2, we can find them easily

l1 = l
(0)
1 [Ĥ + s1], l2 = l

(0)
2 [Ĥ + s1],

l3 = l
(0)
3 [Ĥ − s1], l4 = l

(0)
4 [Ĥ − s1],

r1 = [Ĥ + s1]r
(0)
1 , r2 = [Ĥ + s1]r

(0)
2 ,

r3 = [Ĥ − s1]r
(0)
3 , r4 = [Ĥ − s1]r

(0)
4 , (2.34)

where the vectors l0j and r0
j are

l
(0)
1 = r

(0)T
1 = c(1, 0, 0, 0), l

(0)
2 = r

(0)T
2 = c(0, 1, 0, 0),

l
(0)
3 = r

(0)T
3 = c(0, 0, 1, 0) , l

(0)
4 = r

(0)T
4 = c(0, 0, 0, 1). (2.35)

The constant c = (s(s + h5))
−1/2 ensures the right normalization of the eigenvectors, i.e.

lirj = δij .

Now we can immediately write the spectral representation of sign Ĥ

sign Ĥ =
4∑

j=1

sign(λj)rj lj =
sign(s)

s
Ĥ , (2.36)

and then proceeding identically as for Ĥ, we find the eigenvectors of the overlap Dirac
operator

λ± =
1

a

[
1 − sign (

√
h2 + h2

5)h5 ± i
√
h2

√
h2 + h2

5

]
. (2.37)

The spectrum of our operator is shown for two values of µ in Fig. 2.2. We see that the
spectrum for µ = 0 lies on a circle whereas for µ 6= 0 the eigenvalues move away from the
circle, which is the consequence of the γ5-hermicity breaking.

Putting (2.37) into the expression (2.28), we find very easily the final analytic expres-
sion. The summation can be done then numerically on the computer. The discussion of
the obtained results is in the next section.
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Figure 2.2: The spectrum of the overlap-Dirac operator for µ = 0.0 (the left picture) and
µ = 0.2 (the right picture). Both spectra are for the lattice 8 × 8 × 8 × 8.

2.5 Results

The discussion of the spectral representation of the overlap operator is divided into three
parts. First of all we will discuss the zero temperature limit. Then we will mention the
case of finite temperature, and finally we will compare our results with another formulation
of lattice fermions. We will focus on the energy density mainly. As a confirmation we will
show the same analysis for the number operator too.

Our analysis is based on the comparison with the infinite-volume continuum case. For
that case we know the explicit expression for the partition function, and therefore we can
find also the exact form of thermodynamic quantities. In Appendix B one can find a brief
summary of important expressions, including the partition function as well as a couple of
quantities of the continuum.

In our discussion of zero temperature we study how, in the limit N = N4 → ∞, the
chosen thermodynamical quantities approach their continuum form where we have

ǫ(µ) − ǫ(0) =
µ4

4π2
, np(µ) − np(0) =

µ3

3π2
. (2.38)

Our result is shown in Fig. 2.3 where we compare (2.38) with the data obtained for three
different values of N .

We see clearly that both quantities show almost linear dependence on µ4 and µ3, re-
spectively. The figure also shows very well that with enlarging the lattice the finite size
effect gets smaller and the lattice results approach the continuum limit. The deviation
from the linear dependence is due to the finite extension of the lattice, and we can expect
that we can see finite temperature effects too (beside the finite size effect).

We study the finite temperature effects on lattices with large spatial extension and
short temporal extension (Fig. 2.4). The results for three different lattices are compared
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Figure 2.3: The energy density ǫ(µ) − ǫ(0) and the number operator np(µ) − np(0) as a
function of µ4 and µ3, respectively. The symbols (connected to guide the eye) are for
various lattice sizes, the solid line is the continuum result.
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Figure 2.4: The energy density ǫ(µ) − ǫ(0) and the number operator np(µ) − np(0) as a
function of µ4 and µ3, respectively, for finite temperature lattices.

with the behavior in the continuum where we have

ǫ(µ, T ) − ǫ(0, T ) =
µ4

4π2
+
T 2µ2

2
, np(µ, T ) − np(0, T ) =

µ3

3π2
+
µT 2

3
. (2.39)

We see clearly that the approximate linearity of the zero-temperature case is more
and more warped with getting the temporal extension smaller. The explanation is the
additional temperature-dependent term in both cases which clearly deforms the plots into
the square-root-like behavior when we plot them as functions of µ.
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In order to study this effect quantitatively, we fit the finite temperature results to the
continuum form (2.39). We have to take into account also finite size effects which we build
in assuming contributions from higher terms of the expansion in µ.

First we investigate the energy density. We assume the series

c2µ
2 + c4µ

4 + c6µ
6 + c8µ

8. (2.40)

The leading term in this series should scale with the temperature as

c2 ∼ T 2/2 = N−2
4 /2 (2.41)

where we set a4 = 1. The next-to-leading term should be constant

c4 ∼ 1/4π2 = 0.02533. (2.42)

The results of the fit for the data used in Fig. 2.4 and for the largest lattice of Fig. 2.3 are
given in Tab. 2.1.

As the table shows, when we increase the temporal extension, the coefficient c4 ap-
proaches the continuum value as well as the coefficient c2 approaches the right value de-
termined by (2.41). The discrepancy for N4 = 24 is approximately 2% and 9% and for
N4 = 128 only 0.4% and 6.7%. For smaller N4 than 24, the discrepancy for both coefficients
is larger, but this is due to larger finite size effects. Nevertheless both terms, the µ4- and
µ2T 2- terms, are well reproduced. The coefficients c6 and c8 are unimportant because their
contribution according to (2.40) is significantly smaller for 0.1 < µ.

We investigate analogously the number operator. We assume the series

d1µ+ d3µ
3 + d5µ

5 + d7µ
7. (2.43)

For the leading term we should get a scaling property like

d1 ∼ T 2/3 = N−2
4 /3, (2.44)

and the next-to-leading term should be constant

d3 ∼ 1/3π2 = 0.03377. (2.45)

Again, the results are in Fig. 2.4 and in Tab. 2.2. They show qualitatively the same
behavior, and the numerical comparisons of the continuum and lattice results differ little
from those we obtain in case of the energy density.

At the end we look at the µ-dependence on a larger interval of values. In this case
we compare our data with data obtained for Wilson fermions and the continuum case. In
Fig. 2.5 we plot the ratio (ǫ(µ) − ǫ(0)) /µ4. In the continuum for T = 0, the ratio is equal
to 1/(4π2). The figure shows that in a certain interval, from zero up to approximately
0.7, both lattice formulations give practically identical results, and they start to differ only
after this relatively large value of µ. The second observation is how close both types of
fermions are to the continuum result. We see that up to µ ≈ 0.8 the lattice results differ
very little and that the discretization errors get considerably large. When we can compare
our results with further types of fermions using the same plot in Ref. [28], we can conclude
that the discretization effects correspond also very well to the discretization effects of the
actions mentioned in [28].
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Table 2.1: Results of fits to the form (2.40). The spatial volume is always 1283. The
temporal extension N4 is given in the first column. In the second column we list the
corresponding value of N−2

4 /2 which is what one expects for the fitting coefficient c2 in the
third column. The coefficient c4 is expected to approach the constant value of 1/4π2 =
0.02533.

N4 N−2
4 /2 c2 c4 c6 c8

8 0.007812 0.010125 0.03519 0.010 -0.021
12 0.003472 0.004125 0.03178 0.023 -0.013
16 0.001953 0.002192 0.02803 0.029 -0.015
24 0.000868 0.000947 0.02587 0.025 -0.030
128 0.000030 0.000032 0.02543 0.015 -0.016

Table 2.2: Results of fits to the form (2.43). The spatial volume is 1283. The first column
presents the temporal extension N4. In the second column we list the corresponding value
of N−2

4 /3 which is what one expects for the fitting coefficient d1 in the third column. The
coefficient d3 is expected to approach the constant value of 1/3π2 = 0.03377.

N4 N−2
4 /3 d1 d3 d5 d7

8 0.005208 0.006839 0.04871 0.029 - 0.016
12 0.002315 0.002662 0.04076 0.036 -0.006
16 0.001302 0.001412 0.03738 0.035 0.003
24 0.000579 0.000599 0.03537 0.029 0.020
128 0.000020 0.000035 0.03346 0.030 0.013

2.6 Summary I

In this chapter we studied thermodynamical quantities of the overlap operator at finite
chemical potential, namely the energy density and the density of the number operator in
the case of free massless fermions. The chemical potential was introduced according to
Ref. [2], by means of the analytic continuation of the sign function into the complex plane.
We analyzed the behavior of the thermodynamical quantities at zero temperature as well
as at non-zero temperature. In both cases we found that the expected behaviors of the
continuum limit were reliably approached. Thus we can conclude that overlap fermions
with the suggested analytic continuation provide both, chiral symmetry and the correct
description of fermions at finite density. We also compared this type of overlap fermions
with Wilson fermions - in the region where both types deviate a little from the continuum
limit, they have practically the same behavior.

Finally, we summarize the contributions of each authors to the paper [3]. The idea to
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with Wilson fermions and the continuum.

look at the behavior of the energy density comes from Prof. C. Gattringer. The following
study was done by both authors with approximately the same contribution. Later by me,
the work was extended to the number operator and presented on the conference Lattice

2007 in Regensburg. The contribution was published in [29].
At the time of writing the thesis, Ref. [3] was cited 7-times.7 It arose interest of the

Regensburg group where the suggested analytic continuation comes from, and also of other
groups in the field. Further work of the Regensburg group can be found in [30], mainly
focused on the algorithmic part and physics (random matrix theory), respectively. The
group of the Tata Institute, Mumbai analyzed further a large set of overlap actions, see
e.g. [31].

7See the list of citations at the end of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

Efficient evaluation of canonical

partition sums

In the previous chapter we studied the thermodynamical properties of QCD at non-zero
temperature and chemical potential. In the following, we continue with this topic, but we
touch a different aspect of QCD thermodynamics - we will study the canonical approach
to thermodynamics, i.e. when the system is described by two quantities: the temperature
and the quark number.

The main motivation to pay attention to canonical partition functions is to circumvent
the sign problem, which can be achieved by e.g. an introduction of imaginary chemical
potential. This approach ensures that the fermion determinant remains real, see e.g. [32].
Thus it can be still used as a probability weight in a Monte Carlo simulation. If the
chemical potential is imaginary, the grand canonical partition function is periodic and
even, Ref. [33]. Additionally, if one makes a Fourier transformation in this approach, one
projects out the canonical partition functions. Having determined the canonical sums, we
can also calculate the grand canonical sum by means of the fugacity expansion. Thus the
canonical approach allows us to do a reliable analytic continuation back to the region with
real chemical potential.

The standard approach for the computation of the canonical partition functions is to
replace the continuous Fourier transformation by a discrete Fourier transformation, used
e.g. by the group at the University of Kentucky (see Ref. [34]). Such a method is unstable
when one wants to determine higher orders of the canonical fermion determinants. In the
last year a new method was suggested in [35], called winding expansion. This approach
allows to compute higher orders easily too.

Recently, a new factorization formula of the fermion determinant was proposed in [4].
The proposal separates the µ-dependent part in an appropriate way such that the Fourier
transformation is less demanding. One can also propose a kind of winding expansion
method. Our main interest lies in a study of the impact of the factorization formula on the
projection. As we will show, with our method we can study larger systems, up to lattices
83 × 4 and 103 × 4. The other goal is to look at various non-perturbative properties of the
canonical partition functions.

27
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3.1 Canonical partition sums on the lattice

3.1.1 Definition of canonical partition sums

According to Sec. 2.1, one can write the grand canonical partition sum ZGC(µ) for N mass
degenerate flavors of fermions on the lattice as

ZGC(µ) =
〈
(det [D(µ)])N

〉

g
. (3.1)

Here 〈X〉g denotes the expectation value of the operator X over the gauge fields U , i.e.

〈X〉g =

∫
D[U ] e−Sg [U ]X[U ]. (3.2)

Sg is the gauge action.
In a canonical approach one fixes the conserved charge to a value q. If we turn to the

imaginary chemical potential, a simple relation between the canonical and grand canonical
partition sums can be derived. It reads

ZC(T, q) =
1

2π

π∫

−π

d(
µi
T

)e−iq
µi
T ZGC(T, iµi) =: Z(q). (3.3)

The derivation can be found in Appendix C.1. Eq. (3.3) represents the Fourier transforma-
tion, and ZC(T, q) are actually the Fourier coefficients.1 Therefore we can write the grand
canonical partition sum ZGC(µ) as a fugacity expansion of the canonical sums Z(q) when
the chemical potential is real, i.e.

ZGC(µ) =
∑

q∈Z

eµq/TZ(q). (3.4)

Canonical partition sums Z(q) can be expressed themselves in a path integral form as

Z(q) =
〈
detN [D](q)

〉

g
. (3.5)

Here detN [D](q) denotes the canonical fermion determinant with a fixed quark number q.
The interchange of the two integrations, d

(
µi

T

)
and D[U ] in (3.1) and (3.3), enables us to

define detN [D](q) through a Fourier transformation as:

detN [D](q) =
1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iq ϕ (det[D(µ = iϕT )])N . (3.6)

1The 2π-periodicity of the grand canonical partition sums for imaginary chemical potential is shown in
Appendix C.3.
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Therefore we can express the grand canonical fermion determinant likewise via the fugacity
expansion:

(det [D(µ)])N =
∑

q∈Z

eµq/TdetN [D](q) . (3.7)

One consequence of (3.6) is that the canonical fermion determinants for N > 1 do not
factorize in the same way into 1-flavor determinants like the grand canonical determinants.
On the other hand, we can use the relation (3.7) with N = n and N = 1 to derive the
factorization of canonical determinants:

detn [D](q) =
∑

q1

∑

q2

· · ·
∑

qn

δ(q1 + q2 + · · · + qn, q)
n∏

j=1

det1[D](qj). (3.8)

Using this relation, we can calculate detN [D](q) by means of only the 1-flavor canonical
determinants.

3.1.2 Wilson fermions with chemical potential

Definition of the Dirac operator

We will use the Wilson-Dirac operator. The chemical potential is introduced as a
boundary condition so the Dirac operator has the form

D(µ)x,y = δx,y − κ
±3∑

j=±1

1∓ γ|j|
2

Uj(x)δx+ĵ,y (3.9)

− κ

β/2−1∑

n=−β/2+1

1− γ4

2
U4(~x, n) δ~x,~y δx4,n δy4,n+1

− κ

β/2∑

n=−β/2+2

1 + γ4

2
U †

4(~x, n− 1) δ~x,~y δx4,n δy4,n−1

+ eβµκ
1− γ4

2
U4(~x, β/2) δ~x,~y δx4,β/2 δy4,−β/2+1

+ e−βµκ
1 + γ4

2
U †

4(~x, β/2) δ~x,~y δx4,−β/2+1 δy4,β/2.

The lattice indices x = (~x, x4), y = (~y, y4) run over the L3 × β lattice. κ is the so-called
hopping parameter, defined as κ = 1/(4 + m0). Here the 4th index runs from −β/2 + 1
to β/2 instead of < 0, β >, but this is only a matter of notation. The color indices are
suppressed. The last two terms in comparison with the others have a relative sign due to
antiperiodic boundary conditions in the 4th direction.
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Although we introduce the chemical potential in a different way than in Sec. 2.1, both of
them are equal when we are interested in fermion determinants. The fermion determinants
can be expressed through the hopping expansion2 by means of only closed fermion loops
on the lattice. Introducing the chemical potential as in Sec. 2.1, each loop L with a
winding number3 w(L) picks up a phase equal to eµw(L)β . Therefore we can redefine the
introduction of chemical potential to boundary conditions as in (3.9), i.e. each link in the
temporal direction is multiplied by 1, except the terms

• δx4,β/2 δy4,−β/2+1 for each ~x; these terms are multiplied by eβµ.

• δx4,−β/2+1 δy4,β/2 for each ~x; these terms are multiplied by e−βµ.

Properties of the Dirac operator

The Dirac operator has two important properties:

• γ5-hermicity, which means, for real chemical potential,

γ5D(µ)γ5 = [D(−µ)]† . (3.10)

It implies for the determinant of the Dirac operator and its complex conjugate pair
the identity

det [D(µ)] = det [D(−µ)]∗ . (3.11)

Here we see that the determinant is real if the chemical potential is zero. Turning
on the chemical potential, the determinant is complex in general.

Finally, if the chemical potential is imaginary, the γ5-hermicity leads to

γ5D(µi)γ5 = [D(µi)]
† , (3.12)

and the property of the determinant to be real is restored. Here µi = iµ.

• time-reflection symmetry4: it leads to the relation

det [D(µ)]

∣∣∣∣
T U

= det [D(−µ)]

∣∣∣∣
U

. (3.13)

If we combine both properties, we get another identity of the determinant

det [D(µ)]

∣∣∣∣
T U

= det [D(µ)]∗
∣∣∣∣
U

. (3.14)

2We attached some introductory notes about the hopping expansion in Appendix C.2. More informa-
tions about it can be found in textbooks, e.g. [9].

3The winding number of a loop L means how many times we go around a lattice in one particular
direction going along the loop L. We will be interested only in the winding number in the 4th direction.

4Its definition is given in Appendix A.2
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Both properties have consequences for the canonical determinants too. The γ5-hermicity
with the fugacity expansion (3.7) leads to

detN [D](−q) =
(
detN [D](q)

)∗
. (3.15)

It implies that the canonical determinant is real in the case of q = 0 . Using the time-
reflection symmetry we find

detN [D](q)
∣∣∣∣
T U

=

(
detN [D](q)

∣∣∣∣
U

)∗

. (3.16)

Because time reflection is a symmetry of Sg, i.e. a configuration U and its time reflected
image T U appear with the same weight, we obtain:

Z(q) =
〈
detN [D](q)

〉

g
=

1

2

〈
detN [D](q)

∣∣∣∣
T U

+ detN [D](q)
∣∣∣∣
U

〉

g

=
〈

Re detN [D](q)
〉

g
∈ R, (3.17)

i.e. the canonical partition sums Z(q) are real. Via the fugacity expansion (3.4) this implies
that also the grand canonical partition sum ZGC is real.

As a remark, we point out that this result for the grand canonical partition function
can be also generalized according to [36]: if we are interested in expectation values of CPT
invariant operators, the Boltzmann factor for the full QCD on the lattice at finite chemical
potential is

e−SgRe detD. (3.18)

Thus the sign problem is reduced to the problem that the weight is just not positive in
general.

3.1.3 Center transformation properties

Basic properties of the canonical partition functions are strongly influenced by the center
symmetry. The definition of the center transformation can be found in Appendix A.2.

At the beginning, we look at the canonical determinants by means of the hopping
expansion. The hopping expansion allows us to write the fermion determinant as

det[DW ] =
∑

s∈S

ds

{
∏

L∈s

Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}
. (3.19)

We are summing over a set S whose elements are sets s. Each set s represents a particular
set of closed loops L. Thus in Eq. (3.19) the first product runs over the elements L of the
sets s, and the other represents the product of the link variables along the loops L. ds is
a complex valued coefficient.
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Applying the definition of the canonical determinant (3.6), we project out only those
elements of S whose total winding numbers are equal to q. The reason is obvious: due to
the introduction of the chemical potential as a boundary condition, each loop picks up a
factor exp {iϕw(L)}, where w(L) is the winding number of the loop. So the total factor of
an element s is

exp

{
iϕ
∑

L∈s

w(L)

}
,

and the determinant (3.19) can be expressed as

det[DW ] =
∑

s∈S

Cs(U)eiϕ
P

L∈sw(L), (3.20)

which gives that the Fourier integral performs really the projection on the subset of S
where each element s has the total winding number q =

∑
L∈sw(L), i.e.

detN [D](q) =
∑

s∈S(q)

ds

{
∏

L∈s

Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}
. (3.21)

Here S(q) represents the above-mentioned subset of S.
The relation (3.21) enables us to derive transformation properties of the canonical

determinants under the center transformation. Let us consider the transformation given
by the center element z. Since the transformation affects only one time slice, the total
factor that is picked up by the loops is equal to zq, where q is the total winding number of
the loops. Thus we conclude that the canonical determinant transforms under the center
transformation (A.1) as

detN [D](q) → zqdetN [D](q) = zq mod 3 detN [D](q), (3.22)

i.e., it picks up a phase, depending on the quark number q. Since z may only assume three
values, the powers zq also are restricted to these values. In the last expression of (3.22) we
have stressed this fact by introducing the concept of triality, defined as q mod 3. Eq. (3.22)
shows that only the zero triality determinants remain invariant, while for non-zero triality
a phase is picked up under the center transformation.

Having discussed the transformation properties of the canonical determinants, we can
use them to analyze the behavior of the grand canonical determinant under the center
transformations using the fugacity expansion (3.7). Inserting (3.22) we find the transfor-
mation property,

(det [D(µ)])N =
∑

q∈Z

eµq/TdetN [D](q) →
∑

q∈Z

zqeµq/TdetN [D](q) . (3.23)

Obviously the non-zero triality terms pick up the non-trivial phases zq and therefore the
grand canonical determinant is not invariant under the center transformations.
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Physical implications

Depending on the temperature, we distinguish two phases: the center symmetric phase
and the center broken phase. We begin our analysis with the former. In this case any
expectation value 〈. . . 〉g is invariant under the center transformation. Then according to
(3.22) we obtain for the canonical partition sums:

Z(q) =
〈
detN [D](q)

〉

g
= zq mod 3

〈
detN [D](q)

〉

g
= zq mod 3Z(q), (3.24)

which implies Z(q) = 0 unless zq mod 3 = 1. Therefore the grand canonical partition sum
reduces to

ZGC(µ) =
∑

b∈Z

eµ3b/TZ(3b). (3.25)

Here we take into account only the non-vanishing terms with q = 3b, where b ∈ Z is called
the baryon number.

The argument used in (3.24) may be generalized to the case where an observable is
inserted in the path integral. We assume that the observable O(q) obeys the simple trans-
formation law

O(q) → zqO(q) (3.26)

under the center transformation. An example for an observable with such a simple trans-
formation law is the (space averaged) Polyakov loop

P [U ] =
1

L3

∑

~x

tr
∏

x4

U4(~x, x4). (3.27)

It represents an object which winds once around the lattice in the temporal direction, so it
has q = 1. However, we stress that the requirement of having an observable with the simple
transformation law (3.26) does not imply a loss of generality, since any gauge observable
may be decomposed into at most three pieces, each transforming according to (3.26).

Using as above the invariance of the path integral 〈. . . 〉g, we can again perform a center
transformation of the gauge field to derive

〈
detN [D](q)O(q1)

〉

g
= zq+q1

〈
detN [D](q)O(q1)

〉

g
, (3.28)

which implies that
〈
detN [D](q)O(q1)

〉

g
vanishes unless (q + q1) mod 3 = 0. In the grand

canonical system, we obtain a similar expression

〈
O(q1)

〉
=

1

ZGC

〈
(det [D(µ)])N O(q1)

〉

g
=

1

ZGC

∑

q∈Z

eµq/T
〈
detN [D](q)O(q1)

〉

g

=
1

ZGC

∑

b∈Z

eµ(3b−q1)/T
〈
detN [D](3b−q1)O(q1)

〉

g
. (3.29)
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The formula in the last line expresses the fact, that in the center symmetric phase an
observable with triality q1 mod 3 receives contributions to its vacuum expectation value
only from canonical determinants with triality (3 − q1) mod 3.

For the case of the Polyakov loop which has q = 1 this finding implies, that in the center
symmetric phase it receives contributions only from the canonical determinants detN [D](q)

with q = 3b− 1, b ∈ Z.

We now switch to the case where the center symmetry is broken spontaneously. The
path integral no longer averages over all center elements, but selects one of them. For the
case of pure gauge theory the breaking of the center symmetry is nicely signalled by the
Polyakov loop acquiring a non-vanishing expectation value in the phase with broken center
symmetry after the thermodynamic limit has been taken. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1,
where we show scatter plots of the values of the Polyakov loop in the complex plane for
the gauge ensembles used here (which we discuss in detail below). For small inverse gauge
coupling βg the system is in the center symmetric phase, and the phases of the Polyakov
loop values are distributed equally. For large inverse gauge coupling βg the center symmetry
is broken and the values of the Polyakov loop form three islands with phases in the vicinity
of the center elements z = eik2π/3 with k = {0,±1}. The configurations may be divided into
three sectors characterized by the phase of the Polyakov loop. We stress at this point that
as long as the system size is finite no true spontaneous symmetry breaking can take place.
Thus on a finite lattice there will always appear three islands (unless a bad Monte Carlo
algorithm is used). However, in the thermodynamic limit only one of the three sectors will
survive, and the center symmetry is broken spontaneously. In pure gauge theory the three
sectors are completely equal and any of them may be chosen when the center symmetry
becomes broken.

The spontaneous breaking of the center symmetry appears not only in pure gauge
theory but also in the full theory with dynamical quarks. However, there it is overlaid
with an explicit breaking of the center symmetry by the fermion determinant, which we
may analyze with the relations already discussed above.

Let us now explore the consequences of the breaking of the center symmetry. As
discussed in the last two paragraphs the gauge field path integral 〈. . . 〉g selects the sector
characterized by a real Polyakov loop. Thus 〈. . . 〉g is no longer invariant under a center
transformation, since a transformation away from the real sector would lead to a vanishing
measure. This invariance was, however, the key ingredient in (3.24) and (3.26) which led to
the selection rules that were used in (3.25) and (3.29). Thus in the center broken phase the
selection rules no longer apply: The grand canonical partition sum receives contributions
from all canonical partition sums Z(q). Likewise observables O(q) obtain contributions from
canonical determinants detN [D](q) with arbitrary values of q. Applied to the Polyakov loop
this implies that now it receives contributions also e.g. from the zero-triality canonical
determinant detN [D](3b) therefore we can except a change in the expectation value of the
Polyakov loop in the center broken phase.
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Figure 3.1: Scatter plots of real and imaginary parts of Polyakov loop values in the complex
plane for 500 configurations on 83×4 lattices at various values of the inverse gauge coupling
βg.

3.2 Techniques for computing canonical fermion de-

terminants

3.2.1 A factorization formula for the fermion determinant

Lattice decomposition

For an exact factorization of the fermion determinant, a decomposition of the lattice
was suggested in Ref. [4]. The decomposition defines four domains of the lattice L3 × β
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Figure 3.2: Partition of the lattice L3 ×β into four domains Λ(i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4: The vertical
direction in the plot is time, while a line of dots in horizontal direction represents a whole
time slice. On the left-hand side we indicate the values of the time argument. The lattice
sites in the same domain are enclosed in a dashed contour, and we label the domains on
the right-hand side.

with different ranges of the time component x4:

Λ(1) = {(~x, x4) : ~x ∈ Λs ∧ x4 = −β/2 + 1, . . . ,−1} ,
Λ(2) = {(~x, x4) : ~x ∈ Λs ∧ x4 = 0} ,
Λ(3) = {(~x, x4) : ~x ∈ Λs ∧ x4 = 1, . . . , β/2 − 1} ,
Λ(4) = {(~x, x4) : ~x ∈ Λs ∧ x4 = β/2} . (3.30)

Here Λs denotes the spatial part of the lattice. The domain decomposition of the lattice is
illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Based on the domain decomposition the Dirac operator is split into several pieces:

• The terms D(i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, which live on the corresponding domain Λ(i), i =
1, 2, 3, 4. They are

D(i)(x, y) : x, y ∈ Λ(i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

• The terms D(1,2), D(2,3) , D(3,4) and D(4,1), which contain the forward hopping tem-
poral terms that connect the domains:

D(1,2)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = −1, y4 = 0;

D(2,3)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = 0, y4 = 1;

D(3,4)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = β/2 − 1, y4 = β/2;

D(4,1)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = β/2, y4 = −β/2 + 1.
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• The terms D(2,1), D(3,2) , D(4,3) and D(1,4), which contain the corresponding backward
hopping temporal terms:

D(2,1)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = 0, y4 = −1;

D(3,2)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = 1, y4 = 0;

D(4,3)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = β/2, y4 = β/2 − 1;

D(1,4)(x, y) : ~x, ~y ∈ Λs, x4 = −β/2 + 1, y4 = β/2.

Factorization formula

As it was shown in [4], the fermion determinant may be factorized as

det [D(µ)] = A0 det
[
1−H0 − eµβH+1 − e−µβH−1

]
. (3.31)

The terms H0, H±1 live on only the single time slice that constitutes the domain Λ(4). They
are made out of the Dirac operator terms D(i), D(i,j) and the corresponding propagators,

H0 = S̃(4)D̃
(4,2)
1 S̃(2)D̃

(2,4)
1 + S̃(4)D̃

(4,2)
3 S̃(2)D̃

(2,4)
3 ,

H+1 = S̃(4)D̃
(4,2)
1 S̃(2)D̃

(2,4)
3 ,

H−1 = S̃(4)D̃
(4,2)
3 S̃(2)D̃

(2,4)
1 , (3.32)

where

S(1) = (D(1))−1, S(3) = (D(3))−1,

D̃(2) = D(2) −D(2,1)S(1)D(1,2) −D(2,3)S(3)D(3,2),

D̃(4) = D(4) −D
(4,1)
0 S(1)D

(1,4)
0 −D(4,3)S(3)D(3,4),

S̃(2) = (D̃(2))−1, S̃(4) = (D̃(4))−1,

D̃
(4,2)
1 = D

(4,1)
0 S(1)D(1,2), D̃

(4,2)
3 = D(4,3)S(3)D(3,2),

D̃
(2,4)
1 = D(2,1)S(1)D

(1,4)
0 , D̃

(2,4)
3 = D(2,3)S(3)D(3,4). (3.33)

The subscript 0 attached to the terms D
(4,1)
0 and D

(1,4)
0 indicates that there the chemical

potential was set to 0, and instead is taken into account by the exponential factors attached
to the terms H±1 in (3.31). The overall factor A0 in (3.31) is independent of the chemical
potential µ and given by

A0 = det[D(1)] det[D(3)] det[D̃(2)] det[D̃(4)]. (3.34)

We stress again that the formula (3.31) is an exact factorization that does not contain
any approximation and holds for arbitrary background gauge fields. It provides a powerful
tool for the analysis of lattice QCD with chemical potential:

• Eq. (3.31) factorizes the piece that depends on the chemical potential µ and reduces it
to a determinant which lives on a single time slice. Due to this dimensional reduction
the numerical evaluation of the µ-dependent piece is considerably less demanding in
a numerical analysis.
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• The µ-independent and real factor A0 was shown in [4] to carry most of the scale,
i.e. the overall size of the determinant which rapidly grows with the volume and
shows a strong quark mass dependence. The second, µ-dependent determinant in
(3.31) remains small compared to A0, and in isolated form contains the terms that
are problematic in lattice QCD with chemical potential, i.e. the complex phase.

• Finally the factorization (3.31) allows one to compute the canonical determinants
using a generalized hopping expansion with excellent convergence properties. We
will elaborate on this approach below.

3.2.2 Fourier projection method

The most straightforward method for the determination of the canonical determinants is
the Fourier projection as shown in Eq. (3.6). Practically, it is sufficient to apply this
formula to the one-flavor case N = 1, since the determinants for N > 1 may be built
up using (3.8). A problem of the Fourier projection method is that for larger values of
q the Fourier integral has to be computed rather precisely. For the numerical evaluation
this implies that the determinant has to be computed for many values of ϕ in the interval
[−π, π]. The numerical cost for the evaluation of a determinant increases with the size N
of the matrix like N3 therefore the Fourier projection is a rather computionally expensive
approach.

The situation improves considerably when the factorization formula from [4], discussed
in the last subsection is applied. Using (3.31) together with (3.6) one finds

det1 [D](q) =
A0

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iqϕ det
[
1−H0 − eiϕH+1 − e−iϕH−1

]
. (3.35)

Here the determinant is computed for matrices that live on only a single time slice. Thus
the size N of the matrix is reduced by a factor of 1/β and the cost for computing the
determinant goes down by a factor of 1/β3. For lattice sizes typically used in finite-µ
calculations one has β = 4−6, such that the speed up of the calculation is of order O(100).
Thus a suitably large number of intermediate values of ϕ becomes available and Fourier
projection becomes an attractive approach also for larger values of q.
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3.2.3 Expansion method

The determinant in (3.31) can be rewritten using the trace-log formula as it was shown in
[4], obtaining thus

W := det
[
1−H0 − eµβH+1 − e−µβH−1

]

= exp

(
−

∞∑

n=1

1

n
tr
[
H0 + eµβH+1 + e−µβH−1

]n
)

= exp

(
−
∑

q∈Z

eµβq
∞∑

n=1

1

n

∑

k1+···+kn=q

tr [Hk1 . . .Hkn ]

)

=
∏

q∈Z

exp

(
−eµβq

∞∑

n=1

1

n

∑

k1+···+kn=q

tr [Hk1 . . .Hkn]

)

=:
∏

q∈Z

exp
(
−eµqβT (q)

)
=:
∏

q∈Z

W (q), (3.36)

where

T (q) =

∞∑

n=1

1

n

∑

k1+···+kn=q

Tr [Hk1 . . .Hkn] =

∞∑

n=1

T (q)
n . (3.37)

The matrices H0 and H±1 satisfy

tr[Hk1Hk2 . . .Hkn ] = tr[Hk′1
Hk′2

. . .Hk′n]∗, (3.38)

with k1 = −k′n, k2 = −k′n−1, etc. Thus this relation with the definition (3.37) gives

T (−k) = T (k)∗, k > 0. (3.39)

If we expand the exponential functions in the last line of (3.36), we can order the terms
with respect to the powers of eµβ , leading to the fugacity expansion of the grand canonical
determinant:

det [D(µ)] = A0.W
(0)
∑

q∈Z

eµqβD(q) (3.40)

D(q) can be expressed by means of the functions T as

D(q) =
∞∑

n=1

∑

k1≤k2≤···≤kn
k1+k2+···+kn=q

1

C(k1, k2, . . . , kn)
T (k1)T (k2) . . . T (kn). (3.41)

where ki ∈ Z \ {0}. C(k1, k2, . . . , kn) is a product of factorials, where each factorial is over
the multiplicity of how often a value of ki appears. That means

C(k1, k2, . . . , kn) =

∞∏

i=−∞
i6=0

m(i)! (3.42)
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where m(i) is the multiplicity of the value of i among {k1, . . . , kn}. Finally, we can imme-
diately write down the expansion formula for the canonical determinants:

det1[D](q) = A0W0

∞∑

n=1

∑

k1≤k2≤···≤kn
k1+k2+···+kn=q

1

C(k1, k2, . . . , kn)
T (k1)T (k2) . . . T (kn) (3.43)

The expansion can be called winding expansion for the following reason: Each termHk(x, y)
with k ∈ {−1, 0,+1} can be considered as a path that connects two points in Λ(4), where
H0 corresponds to a connection which does not wind around the lattice, H+1 represents
the homotopy class whose elements wind once around the lattice in the time direction, and
H−1 represents the homotopy class whose elements wind once in the opposite direction.

To see that they correspond to such windings, we have to go back to Eq. (3.32). We
explain it for the case of H+1. The matrix represents the product of: (i) the propagator S̃(4)

between two points of Λ(4), (ii) the large hopping matrix D̃
(4,2)
1 from Λ(4) into Λ(2) going

through Λ(1), (iii) the propagator S̃(2) between two points of Λ(2), (iv) the large hopping

matrix D̃
(2,4)
3 from Λ(2) into Λ(4) going through Λ(3).

Afterwards the product [Hk1 . . .Hkn] with k1 + · · · + kn = q represents the homotopy
with the winding number equal to q. Using (3.37), we obtain that T (q) consists only of
“loops” which wind exactly q-times.

Let us discuss the evaluation of det1[D](q) by means of the winding expansion. First
we look at the terms T (q). For a numerical calculation we can replace the sum (3.37) for
each q by a truncated sum

T (q) =

N∑

n=1

T (q)
n . (3.44)

The accuracy of an evaluation of T (q) using the truncation can be controlled easily because
the terms |T (q)

n | fall off exponentially as was shown in [4]. A property of T (q), which we

immediately see from Eq. (3.37), is that there are no contributions T
(q)
n with the condition

q > n. Additionally, if we calculate T (q), we have calculated immediately T (−q) by a simple
use of the relation (3.39).

Finally, having calculated the first few terms, T (0), T (1), . . . , T (n), we can evaluate
det1[D](q) with a good precision because of the strong fall-off of the terms |T (q)| with
increasing q.

Both methods will be investigated further in the next section, including comparisons
of the methods and setting for the analysis of properties of the canonical determinants.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of our gauge configurations.

Lattice βg a [ fm ] T [ MeV ] # configs
63 × 4 7.40 0.234 210 500
63 × 4 7.50 0.213 232 500
63 × 4 7.60 0.194 254 500
63 × 4 7.70 0.177 279 500
63 × 4 7.80 0.161 306 500
63 × 4 7.90 0.148 334 500
63 × 4 8.00 0.135 364 500
63 × 4 8.10 0.125 396 500
63 × 4 8.20 0.115 430 500
83 × 4 7.40 0.234 210 500
83 × 4 7.50 0.213 232 500
83 × 4 7.60 0.194 254 500
83 × 4 7.70 0.177 279 500
83 × 4 7.80 0.161 306 500
83 × 4 7.90 0.148 334 500
83 × 4 8.00 0.135 364 500
83 × 4 8.10 0.125 396 500
83 × 4 8.20 0.115 430 500

3.3 Numerical evaluation of canonical fermion deter-

minants

3.3.1 The gauge ensembles

The canonical partition sums can be calculated using the relation (3.5) as we showed at
the beginning of the chapter. To study their properties we will use ensembles of quenched
configurations on various lattice sizes, 63 × 4, 83 × 4. We use ensemble sizes of 500 config-
urations.5 We will pay attention mainly to the latter lattice size.

The Lüscher-Weisz gauge action [37] is used. Updates were done using a mix of overre-
laxation and Metropolis sweeps. The update furthermore contains a random center rotation
of the configuration. All parameters of the ensembles are summarized in Tab. 3.1, including
the lattice spacing in the Sommer scale [38], values of the inverse coupling constant and
the number of configurations.

5We have evaluated smaller ensembles (= 100 configurations) even for the lattice size 103 × 4 and the
inverse coupling constant βg = 7.5 and 8.1. These results show qualitatively the same behavior as those
from ensembles of the smaller lattices.
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Table 3.2: Ratios of the absolute values |T (q)
n+1|/|T

(q)
n | for different q and n. The results are

for βg = 8.2 and 500 configurations. Lattice: 83 × 4.

q |T (q)
2 |/|T (q)

1 | |T (q)
3 |/|T (q)

2 | |T (q)
4 |/|T (q)

3 | |T (q)
5 |/|T (q)

4 | |T (q)
6 |/|T (q)

5 |
0 0.0086(4) 0.0097(10) 0.014(2) — —
1 0.0018(1) 0.009(2) 0.024(7) — —
2 — 0.017(14) 0.0022(3) 0.013(13) —
3 — — 0.017(12) 0.03(2) 0.04(5)
4 — — — 0.05(6) 0.03(4)
5 — — — — 0.05(9)

3.3.2 Comparison of the numerical evaluation techniques

Fourier projection method

To implement the method, we use Simpson’s rule as our numerical integration scheme:

xb∫

xa

f(x)dx ≈
Nd−1∑

i=0

h

(
1

3
fi,0 +

4

3
fi,1 +

1

3
fi,2

)
, (3.45)

where Nd = (xb− xa)/2h defines how we divide the interval < xa, xb >. fi,k represents the
value of the function f in the point xa + h(2i+ k), i.e.

fi,k = f(xa + h(2i+ k)).

Expansion method

We start our analysis of the expansion method by a study of the effect of the truncation
of the sum (3.44). It was already shown in [4] that the contributions of the sum fall off very

rapidly. To verify this fall-off, we look at the ratios of the absolute values |T (q)
n+1|/|T

(q)
n |.

They are summarized in Tab. 3.2 for βg = 8.2 and Tab. 3.3 for βg = 7.4, respectively.6 The
former represents the situation below the critical temperature, i.e. in the broken phase;
the latter the situation in the center symmetry phase. We see the ratios in both cases are
roughly in the range from 0.001 to 0.05. Thus we conclude we can evaluate the sums (3.44)
with a satisfactory precision by means of the first three or four terms. This conclusion is
valid for all values of q.

The summary of all contributions to T (q) we will calculate is in Tab. 3.4. For q = 0, 1, 2, 3
we will compute the first four contributions. Because T (q) with larger q contributes less to
precise values of the determinants, we will compute only the first two terms for q = 5, 6.

In the next step we investigate the ratios of T (q) to each other. Here we again evaluate
the ratios |T (q+1)|/|T (q)| for different values of q. The results are listed in Tab. 3.5. They

6We calculated here the standard deviations of the ratios too. In some cases they are larger then the
average values because of asymmetric distributions of the values.
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Table 3.3: Ratios of the absolute values |T (q)
n+1|/|T

(q)
n | for different q and n. The results are

for βg = 7.4 and 500 configurations. Lattice: 83 × 4.

q |T (q)
2 |/|T (q)

1 | |T (q)
3 |/|T (q)

2 | |T (q)
4 |/|T (q)

3 | |T (q)
5 |/|T (q)

4 | |T (q)
6 |/|T (q)

5 |
0 0.0027(2) 0.042(6) 0.007(1) — —
1 0.001(1) 0.01(2) 0.02(2) — —
2 — 0.003(3) 0.001(1) 0.02(2) —
3 — — 0.0035(3) 0.003(1) 0.007(8)
4 — — — 0.006(4) 0.008(12)
5 — — — — 0.008(5)

Table 3.4: Calculated contributions to terms T (q).

q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
n 1 − 4 1 − 4 2 − 5 3 − 6 4 − 6 5 − 6 6 − 7

again decrease rapidly by increasing q. To find out which terms contribute most to a
precise calculation of (3.43), it is sufficient to compare the absolute value of two types of
terms:

• |
(
T (1)

)p | = |T (1)|p

• |T (p)| = |T (1)| |T (2)|

|T (1)|
. . . |T (p)|

|T (p−1)|
≈ |T (1)|.Rp−1 .

Both represent contributions to D(p). Using Tab. 3.5, we can estimate the fall-off by one
value R ≈ 0.05 as a rather conservative approximation of all ratios. It is immediately clear
the former term contributes more than the latter. Thus we can conclude: (i) the terms
with T (1) and T (−1) play the dominant role in the sum (3.43); (ii) any terms which include
T (q) with large q contribute less. Therefore it is sufficient to calculate T (q) only for a few
values of q. On the other hand, the factorials in the denominator in (3.43) suppress even
those terms which include very large powers of T (1) and T (−1). Therefore these terms also
have small contributions from certain powers. To make a cut-off in a satisfactory way we
will use the formula (3.43) with the following truncation

det1[D](q)m = A0W0

∑

k1≤k2≤···≤kn
k1+k2+···+kn=q

|k1|+|k2|+···+|kn|≤m

1

C(k1, k2, . . . , kn)
T (k1)T (k2) . . . T (kn). (3.46)

Here we throw away terms with large |k1|+ |k2|+ · · ·+ |kn|, but they are negligible anyway:
(i) either for the presence of T (q) with large q or (ii) for the presence of the large values of
the factorials.
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Table 3.5: Ratios of the absolute values |T (q+1)|/|T (q)| for different q. The second column
represents |T (1)|. The results are for all values of βg. Lattice: 83 × 4.

βg |T (1)| |T (2)|/|T (1)| |T (3)|/|T (2)| |T (4)|/|T (3)| |T (5)|/|T (4)| |T (6)|/|T (5)|
7.4 0.4(2) 0.006(7) 0.07(8) 0.002(1) 0.02(2) 0.03(5)
7.5 0.5(3) 0.006(8) 0.06(5) 0.003(2) 0.02(2) 0.03(6)
7.6 0.7(4) 0.006(4) 0.05(6) 0.005(4) 0.02(2) 0.03(3)
7.7 1.1(7) 0.006(3) 0.04(6) 0.01(3) 0.02(4) 0.03(4)
7.8 2.1(9) 0.005(7) 0.02(3) 0.04(6) 0.02(5) 0.03(4)
7.9 3.1(7) 0.003(1) 0.008(8) 0.06(10) 0.03(3) 0.02(4)
8.0 3.5(6) 0.003(1) 0.009(5) 0.05(5) 0.04(5) 0.02(3)
8.1 3.9(6) 0.002(1) 0.014(8) 0.03(4) 0.06(14) 0.04(8)
8.2 4.3(5) 0.002(1) 0.02(2) 0.03(4) 0.07(11) 0.04(8)

Winding expansion method of the Kentucky group

To complete our study of the canonical determinants, we apply also the evaluation
method from Ref. [35], proposed by the group at University in Kentucky. We implement
the factorization formula (3.31) in this method too.

The method consists of two steps:

1. We assume the following decomposition of the µ-dependent part of the determinant

ln det
[
1−H0 − eiϕH+1 − e−iϕH−1

]
= c0 +

∞∑

n=1

[
einϕc∗n + e−inϕcn

]
. (3.47)

The coefficients cn are calculated by a simple Fourier transformation of the logarithm
of the fermion determinant, which we will do numerically using Simpson’s rule. Each
coefficient cn satisfies T (n) = cn (see Eq. (3.36)) so it gets contributions only from
quark loops which have fixed winding number n in the time direction. The coefficients
fall off very fast due to the fact that the contributions of loops with larger winding
numbers are suppressed strongly, as we showed in Tab. 3.5. Therefore it is sufficient
to calculate only a few first terms k. For our comparison we calculate cn up to n = 6
with Nd = 10000.

2. The determinants are then approximated by the formula

1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iqϕec0+d1 cos(ϕ+δ1)e
Pk

n=2 dn cos(nϕ+δn) (3.48)

where dn = 2|cn| and δn = arg cn. The latter exponent is expanded as

edn cos(nϕ+δn) = 1 + dn cos(nϕ+ δn) +
1

2
d2
n cos(nϕ+ δn)

2 + . . . (3.49)
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Table 3.6: Dependence of the value W0.D
(q) for some q on the cut-off m, the parameter

of the expansion method. The results are for one configuration at βg = 8.2 on the lattice
63 × 4.

W0.D
(q) m = 10 m = 50

W0.D
(1) (-5.7858,-10.6105) (-5.7877,-10.6139)

W0.D
(2) (-3.7555,5.8332) (-3.7560,5.8340)

W0.D
(3) (3.0043,0.2166) (3.0071,0.2167)

W0.D
(5) (-0.1789,0.2399) (-0.1798,0.2411)

W0.D
(10) (-1.8892×10−5,-6.0350×10−5) (-2.3538×10−5,-7.4823×10−5)

W0.D
(15) — (1.9916×10−9,6.2405×10−10)

W0.D
(20) — (-9.3586×10−15,7.4819×10−15)

Finally, we use the formula

1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−ipϕec0+d1 cos(ϕ+δ1) = ec0+ipδ1Ip(d1). (3.50)

Here I is Bessel function of the first kind. Any products of cosine functions can be
decomposed using the functions eimϕ. Thus by simple applications of (3.50) we can
calculate the expression (3.48) with arbitrary precision.

Comparison of the methods

We shall compare both our methods on the 63 × 4 lattice on one configuration for
βg = 7.4 and βg = 8.2, respectively. In the case of the Fourier method we are interested
in the role of the parameter Nd. For the expansion method it is the parameter m which
defines the cut-off. The results for some values of these parameters are summarized in
Tabs. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

Having Nd & 50 and m & 25, both methods give the same results for the lowest values
of q, approximately for q = {1, . . . , 6}. By increasing the density of the dividing, we can
calculate with good accuracy the determinants for the next 5 or 6 values of q. For larger q,
the Fourier method breaks down because the integrated functions are strongly oscillating.
To do the numerical integration efficiently, we should choose a better integration scheme
than Simpson’s rule.

On the other hand, the expansion method enables us to evaluate W0.D
(q) for very large

q even if we have calculated only a few terms T (n). The reason is the good convergence
illustrated above in Tabs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5. At the same time, we have to enhance the
parameter m to be able to calculate these higher canonical determinants (see Eq. (3.46)).

To check the accuracy of the expansion method, we look at the role of T (q) with the
largest q in the accuracy of the computation. If we omit the term T (6), the values in
Tabs. 3.10 and 3.11 change: (i) for βg = 8.2 the change of D(10) is at the level of 0.0001%
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Table 3.7: Dependence of the value W0.D
(q) for some q on Nd, the parameter of the Fourier

projection method. The results are for the same configuration as in Tab. 3.6. βg = 8.2,
lattice 63 × 4.

Nd = 25 Nd = 500

W0.D
(1) (-5.7877,-10.6139) (-5.7877,-10.6139)

W0.D
(2) (-3.7560,5.8340) (-3.7560,5.8340)

W0.D
(3) (3.0071,0.2167) (3.0071,0.2167)

W0.D
(5) (-0.1798,0.2411) (-0.1798,0.2411)

W0.D
(10) (-2.3538×10−5,-7.4822×10−5) (-2.3538×10−5,-7.4822×10−5)

W0.D
(15) (-7.8439×10−6,2.4941×10−5) (1.9914×10−9,6.2408×10−10)

W0.D
(20) (-5.9931×10−2,-8.0353×10−2) (-3.5839×10−14,9.5043×10−15)

Table 3.8: Dependence of the value W0.D
(q) for some q on the cut-off m, the parameter

of the expansion method. The results are for one configuration at βg = 7.4 on the lattice
63 × 4.

m = 10 m = 50

W0.D
(1) (-0.6154,0.5163) (-0.6154,0.5163)

W0.D
(2) (2.8374×10−2,-0.1681) (2.8374×10−2,-0.1681)

W0.D
(3) (1.2865×10−2,2.1098×10−2) (1.2865×10−2,2.1098×10−2)

W0.D
(5) (2.2227×10−4,-1.0451×10−4) (2.2227×10−4,-1.0452×10−4)

W0.D
(10) (7.4211×10−11,-1.6982×10−10) (7.5306×10−11,-1.7331×10−10)

W0.D
(15) — (-9.7766×10−18,-1.5791×10−17)

W0.D
(20) — (-5.1847×10−25,5.3562×10−26)

and the change of D(30) rises to the level of about 0.1%; (ii) for βg = 7.4 the changes are
about 0.01% and 30%.

Based on that, we can conclude that the expansion method enables to calculate the
canonical determinants with good accuracies even for very large quark numbers q, up
to about q ≈ 20. However, a use of D(q) for q & 10 is not so reliable because of our
approximations (Tab. 3.4).

Finally, we evaluate the expression W0.D
(q) for large q by two different methods –

the expansion method and the winding expansion method of the Kentucky’s group. The
summaries for the two configurations are in Tabs. 3.10 and 3.11. Both methods give us the
same results. If we omit the contributions from T (6), the changes are very similar. Therefore
we summarize that both methods are practically equivalent if we include contributions with
the same winding numbers. Here we would like to emphasize again that the factorization
formula can be implemented even into the winding expansion method of the Kentucky’s
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Table 3.9: Dependence of the value W0.D
(q) for some q on Nd, the parameter of the Fourier

projection method. The results are for the same configuration as in Tab. 3.8. βg = 7.4,
lattice 63 × 4.

Nd = 25 Nd = 500

W0.D
(1) (-0.6154,0.5163) (-0.6154,0.5163)

W0.D
(2) (2.8374×10−2,-0.1681) (2.8374×10−2,-0.1681)

W0.D
(3) (1.2865×10−2,2.1098×10−2) (1.2865×10−2,2.1098×10−2)

W0.D
(5) (2.2227×10−4,-1.0452×10−4) (2.2227×10−4,-1.0452×10−4)

W0.D
(10) (7.5278×10−11,-1.7332×10−10) (7.5278×10−11,-1.7331×10−10)

W0.D
(15) (2.5087×10−11,5.7775×10−11) (4.3836×10−15,6.0016×10−16)

W0.D
(20) (7.4090×10−5,3.4839×10−5) (-3.3980×10−15,1.9772×10−15)

Table 3.10: Comparison of the expansion method and Kentucky’s winding expansion
method. The configuration is the same as for Tab. 3.8, βg = 7.4, lattice 63 × 4.

expansion method Kentucky method

W0.D
(10) (7.5306×10−11,-1.7331×10−10) (7.531×10−11,1.733×10−10)

W0.D
(15) (-9.7766×10−18,-1.5791×10−17) (-9.78×10−18,1.58×10−19)

W0.D
(20) (-5.1847×10−25,5.3562×10−26) (-5.18×10−25,5.36×10−26)

W0.D
(30) ( 2.5441×10−41, 1.7181×10−41) (2.55×10−41,1.72×10−41)

Table 3.11: Comparison of the expansion method and Kentucky’s winding expansion
method. The configuration is the same as for Tab. 3.6, βg = 8.2, lattice 63 × 4.

expansion method Kentucky method

W0.D
(10) (-2.354×10−5,-7.482×10−5) (-2.354×10−5,-7.482×10−5)

W0.D
(15) (1.992×10−9,6.241×10−10) (1.99×10−9,6.24×10−10)

W0.D
(20) (-9.358×10−15,7.482×10−15) (-9.36×10−5,7.48×10−5)

W0.D
(30) (1.411×10−26,7.026×10−27) (1.41×10−26,7.03×10−27)

group, which makes this method more efficient.

Grand canonical determinants

To show the canonical determinants with large q evaluated by the expansion method
provide informative (but not satisfactory) estimates, we look at the fugacity expansion (3.7).
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Table 3.12: The averaged values of r(Q) for µ = 0.00.

βg Q = 6 Q = 10 Q = 20 Q = 30 Q = 50
7.4 1.0000(1) 0.99999999(2) 0.9999999994(8) 0.9999999994(8) 0.9999999994(8)
7.6 1.001(14) 1.00000(2) 0.999999997(3) 0.999999997(3) 0.999999997(3)
8.0 1252(5448) 10(34) 1.0000(4) 0.99999997(3) 0.99999997(3)
8.2 10546(37483) 124(422) 0.997(22) 0.99999994(7) 0.99999994(7)

Table 3.13: The averaged values of r(Q) for µ = 0.1.

βg Q = 6 Q = 10 Q = 20 Q = 30 Q = 50
7.4 1.000(1) 1.0000000(7) 1.000000000(9) 1.000000000(9) 1.000000000(9)
7.6 1.0(1) 1.000(2) 0.999999997(3) 0.999999997(3) 0.999999997(3)
8.0 11651(46533) 1628(8654) 1.2(1.7) 1.000000(3) 0.99999997(3)
8.2 145919 (519352) 30358(138162) 11(80) 1.0000(2) 0.99999994(7)

Namely, we will study the convergence of

r(Q) :=

∣∣∣∣∣
A0W0

∑Q
q=−Q e

µqβdet1[D]
(q)
m

det [D(µ)]

∣∣∣∣∣. (3.51)

This quantity is approximately 1 if the terms from −Q to Q build up the dominant part
of det [D(µ)].

The averaged values of r(Q) over 500 configurations for four coupling constants and
two values of the chemical potentials µ are listed in Tab. 3.12 and Tab. 3.13. All results
correspond to m = 400. There are slightly different behaviors depending on the tempera-
ture. At the low temperatures, which correspond to the smaller values of βg, the fugacity
expansions are very much dominated by the lowest terms. At the high temperatures, the
lowest terms do not reproduce the grand canonical determinants at all, and we have to
take into account many more terms. According to the tables, we should include terms at
least up to q ≈ 30. Here the last terms do not have satisfactory accuracies, although they
enable us to reproduce approximately the grand canonical determinants.
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3.4 Properties of fermion determinants for quenched

gauge ensembles

3.4.1 General properties of canonical determinants and center

symmetry

We begin our analysis of the canonical determinants by showing scatter plots of the values
of the one-flavor determinants det1[D](q) for q = 0, 1, . . . 6 using the 83 × 4 lattices at two
different values of the gauge coupling, giving rise to an ensemble in the center symmetric
phase (βg = 7.4), and one in the center broken phase (βg = 8.2).

Fig. 3.3 shows the scatter plots for the ensemble at βg = 7.4, i.e., in the center symmetric
phase. For q = 0 the canonical determinant is real (see the discussion above), while for
q > 0 the values scatter in the complex plane. For the cases q > 0 the values show an
essentially symmetric angular distribution.

To see a manifestation of the transformation properties (3.22) under the center transfor-
mations (see Appendix A.2) in the center symmetry phase, we calculated the expectation
values of the real part of the canonical determinants det1[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2, 3. The results
are listed in Tab. 3.14. The expectation values for q = 0 and q = 3 are clearly non-zero al-
though the errors for the case q = 3 are about 7-times larger than for the case q = 0. They
are in accordance with (3.24). On the other hand, the behavior of < Re det1[D](q) >g in
the cases of q = 1 and q = 2 for βg = {7.4, 7.5, 7.8} is different. Using the same ensemble,
we have very large fluctuations of the values, and these fluctuations disable to conclude
convincingly that the expectation values vanish. At the same, they do not exclude, except
a few cases, the value of zero for < detN [D](q) >g in the case q mod 1, 2, shown in Sec.
3.1.3.

In Fig. 3.4 we now show the scatter plots for an ensemble in the phase with broken center
symmetry (βg = 8.2). The breaking of the center symmetry manifests itself in much more
organized scatter plots. Again the q = 0 canonical determinant is exactly real, but the other
two cases with vanishing triality, q = 3 and q = 6, also have their data points concentrated
near the real axis. The other cases, q = 1, 2, 4, 5, show the angular distribution familiar

Table 3.14: Expectation values of the real part of the canonical determinants det1[D](q) for
q = 0, 1, 2, 3. In the brackets we show the size of the standard errors. The results are for
various values of βg and the lattice 83 × 4.

det1[D](q) βg = 7.4 βg = 7.5 βg = 7.8 βg = 8.2
q = 0 2.51×1041 (4.5%) 3.1×1043 (4.7%) 5.6×1050 (11%) 2.46×1057 (7%)
q = 1 2.4×1037 (22000%) -1.2×1042 (60%) 1.2×1049 (400%) -2.0×1056 (61%)
q = 2 -4.6×1038 (350%) -3.2×1040 (740%) 1.7×1049 (230%) -1.5×1056 (69%)
q = 3 1.6×1039 (36%) 4.5×1041 (17%) 2.6×1050 (13%) 1.49×1057 (8%)
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots of real and imaginary parts of the one-flavor canonical fermion
determinants det1[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2 . . . , 6 in the center symmetric phase. The data are
from 500 configurations on the 83 × 4 lattices at βg = 7.4. Note that the scale of the plots
changes as we increase q.

from the Polyakov loops (compare Fig. 3.1), where the data points have phases close to
the center values 0, 2π/3 and −2π/3. The pattern is most pronounced for small values of q
and becomes less clean as q is increased. This behavior can be understood due to the fact
that the number of windings of the loops building up the canonical determinants is given
by q: Although the canonical determinants always transform according to (3.22), loops
that wind many times to give rise to large q amplify the noise introduced by the individual
gauge configuration, and the pattern reflecting the center transformations becomes more
blurred with increasing q. The experience from the Polyakov loop leads one to expect that
the pattern becomes sharper as the volume is increased and the resolution of the lattice
becomes finer. Anyway it is surprising that for the smaller values of q the center pattern is
so clearly pronounced, much more pronounced than for the Polyakov loop as may be seen
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plots of real and imaginary parts of the one-flavor canonical fermion
determinants det1[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2 . . . , 6 in the center broken phase. The data are from
500 configurations on the 83 × 4 lattices at βg = 8.2.

by comparison with Fig. 3.1.

As a check whether we understand the behavior of the canonical determinants under
the center transformations, we rotate the gauge configurations in the nontrivial Polyakov
loop sectors with Polyakov loop phases near e±i2π/3 such that after that rotation all config-
urations are in the real Polyakov loop sector. We expect that after that rotation also the
scatter plots of the canonical determinants with non-zero triality show a pattern of values
concentrated near the real axis.

We also calculate the expectation values of det1[D](q) when such a rotation is applied
to q = 1 and q = 2. The results are shown in Tab. 3.15. We see that there are practically
no differences, and the values differ only quantitatively, not qualitatively. This observation
is different what one can find if no rotation is used, as shown in Tab. 3.14 (see the last two
columns). There we saw even negative valued expectation values (within errorbars). The
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Figure 3.5: Scatter plot of real and imaginary parts of the canonical one-flavor determinants
det1[D](q) for q = 1, 2, 3 after all gauge configurations of the βg = 8.1 (the top row) and
βg = 8.2 (the bottom row) ensembles on the lattice 83 × 4 which were center rotated such
that their Polyakov loops are in the real sector.

explanation is that the system signals that we go to the region with the broken symmetry
and three distinct regions of the values of the determinants are forming.

Fig. 3.5 nicely illustrates that indeed the canonical determinants follow the expected
pattern: For gauge configurations in the real Polyakov loop sector the canonical determi-
nants for all triality values are essentially real. Again this observation is most pronounced
for smaller values of q, while it becomes more blurred when q is increased.

Table 3.15: Expectation values of real part of the rotated canonical determinants det1[D](q)

for q = 1, 2 and the canonical determinants det1[D](3). The values of the determinants are
rotated by a factor exp{±i2π/3} to the sector lying on the positive part of the real axis.
In the brackets we show the standard errors. The results are for various values of βg in the
broken phase and the lattice 83 × 4.

det1[D](q) βg = 7.9 βg = 8.0 βg = 8.1 βg = 8.2
q = 1 5.36×1039 (7%) 2.61×1054 (8%) 1.10×1056 (8%) 2.32×1057 (7%)
q = 2 4.30×1039 (7%) 2.14×1054 (8%) 9.25×1055 (8%) 1.96×1057 (8%)
q = 3 3.01×1039 (8%) 1.55×1054 (9%) 6.92×1055 (9%) 1.49×1057 (8%)
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Figure 3.6: Scatter plot of real and imaginary parts of the canonical two-flavor determinants
det2[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2 on the lattices 83 × 4. We compare the results for an ensemble
in the center symmetric phase (βg = 7.4, top row of plots) to an ensemble in the center
broken phase (βg = 8.2, bottom).

For completeness we show in Fig. 3.6 a few scatter plots of canonical determinants in
the two flavor case as computed from (3.8). In particular we show det2[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2
(left to right). The top row is for an ensemble in the center symmetric phase (βg = 7.4),
while in the bottom row we use a center broken ensemble (βg = 8.2).

It is obvious that qualitatively the behavior is the same as in the one-flavor case. In
both phases the q = 0 determinants are real. In addition for the case of two flavors the
values are non-negative as may be seen from (3.8) and (3.15). In the center symmetric
phase the values for q = 1 and q = 2 scatter with no preferred values of the phase, while for
the center broken phase we again find the familiar “Mercedes-stars” center pattern. The
amplitudes are roughly the squares of the amplitudes for the one-flavor case, as is expected
from (3.8) where the two-flavor case is a sum of squares of one-flavor determinants.

3.4.2 Distribution properties of canonical determinants

After the study of the transformation properties of the canonical determinants under the
center rotations, let us now analyze some properties of the distribution of the individual
values. In Fig. 3.7 we show the distribution of the absolute values |det1[D](q)| of the one
flavor determinants using the 83 × 4 ensembles at two values of βg. The histograms are for
q = 0, 1, 2.
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Figure 3.7: Histograms for the absolute value of det1[D](q) for q = 0, 1, 2. We show the
results for an ensemble of 500 configurations in the center symmetric phase (βg = 7.4,
top row of plots) and for an ensemble in the center broken phase (βg = 8.2, bottom),
respectively.

Comparing the results for the two values of the gauge coupling we find that the typical
values in the center symmetric phase (βg = 7.4, the top row of plots) are much smaller
than in the center broken phase (βg = 8.2, the bottom row of plots). In addition the values
of |det1[D](q)| decrease with increasing |q|, more obviously in the center symmetric phase
(see also Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). This has a natural explanation. As it was shown in Sec. 3.1.3
and particularly in (3.21), the number of windings of the loops the canonical determinants
are made of is given by q. The length of the loop thus grows proportional to |q| giving rise
to an exponential suppression with increasing |q|.

The second quantity which characterizes the distribution of the canonical determinants
|det1[D](q)| is their phase. In Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 we show histograms of the phases for the
q = 1 and the q = 3 determinants, respectively. In both plots the histograms are shown for
all available values of the gauge coupling βg. In both figures the distribution of the phases
is flat for the center symmetric ensembles βg ≤ 7.7, while for the center broken ensembles
βg ≥ 7.7 the anitrosopy of the distribution becomes visible. For the q = 1 case which has
non-vanishing triality, we observe three peaks, while for q = 3, which has vanishing triality,
only a single peak emerges at the origin, which corresponds to values concentrated near
the real axis.
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Figure 3.8: Histograms for the phase of det1[D](1), i.e., the canonical determinants for
q = 1 for the different values of βg. The data are for 500 configurations on the 83 × 4
lattices.

3.4.3 Grand canonical determinants

In this section we are going to analyze the grand canonical determinants. When discussing
the role of the center symmetry in Sec. 3.1.3, we said that in the center broken phase the
canonical determinants for gauge configurations did not follow the selection rule which
we could observe by a change of the expectation value of the Polyakov loop in a grand
canonical ensemble.

Let us look at the grand canonical determinants in different sectors of the phase of
the Polyakov loop. In Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 we show histograms for the absolute values
| det[D(µ)]| of the grand canonical determinants at µ = 0.00 and µ = 0.02. In the left-
hand side column we show the histogram for the sector of gauge configurations where the
Polyakov loop has the phase θP ∼ 0, while the other two columns are for the sectors where
the Polyakov loop has the phases θP ∼ ±2π/3. The top row of plots is for the center
symmetric phase (βg = 7.4), while the bottom is for the center broken phase at βg = 8.2.
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Figure 3.9: Histograms for the phase of det1[D](3), i.e., the canonical determinants for
q = 3 for the different values of βg. The data are for 500 configurations on the 83 × 4
lattices.

We remark that in the center symmetric phase the identification of Polyakov loop
sectors is somewhat artificial, since the phases of the Polyakov loops do not exhibit any
non-uniformity (see Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). However, for the purpose of analyzing the properties
of the grand canonical determinant it is interesting to compare the center symmetric and
center broken phases using the same definitions in both phases.

From Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 it is obvious that for the center symmetric phase there are
only small differences in the distribution of the values of | det[D]| when the three sectors are
compared. For the center broken phase, however, the typical values for the real Polyakov
loop sector, i.e., θP ∼ 0, are five orders of magnitude larger than for the complex sectors
with θP ∼ ±2π/3. To quantify this observation we evaluate the median of the distributions
of the absolute value of the grand canonical determinants for various values of the chemical
potential µ. The results for βg = 8.2 and βg = 7.4 on the lattice 83 × 4 are listed in Tabs.
3.16 and 3.17.

Both figures show that in the center broken phase always the real sector is selected,
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Figure 3.10: Histograms of the absolute values |det[D(µ)]| at vanishing chemical potential,
i.e. µ = 0.0. We compare configurations in the three center sectors characterized by the
phase θP of the Polyakov loop. The left column is for θP ∼ 0, the center column for
θP ∼ 2π/3, the right column for θP ∼ −2π/3. The top row is for the center symmetric
83 × 4 ensemble at βg = 7.4, the bottom row for the center broken case of βg = 8.2. Note
that different scales are used on the horizontal axes.

Table 3.16: Median of the distributions of the absolute value of the grand canonical de-
terminants for various values of the chemical potential µ. Each column corresponds to a
different phase of the Polyakov loop. Results for βg = 8.2 and the lattice 83 × 4.

µ θP ∼ 0 θP ∼ +2π/3 θP ∼ −2π/3
0.0 8.1×1057 2.1×1052 2.0×1052

0.1 1.6×1058 1.4×1052 1.4×1052

0.2 1.6×1059 4.7×1051 4.7×1051

since for that sector the weight from the determinant is several orders of magnitude larger.
That implies that the expectation value of the Polyakov loop is always non-zero. In the
center symmetric phase its value is rather small, while in the center broken phase it in-
creases considerably. This is valid also when the chemical potential is turned on. Of
course also here it still has to be checked whether this remains true when dynamical gauge
configurations are used.
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Figure 3.11: The same histograms as in Fig. 3.10, but with a non-vanishing chemical
potential µ = 0.2.

Table 3.17: Median of the distributions of the absolute value of the grand canonical de-
terminants for various values of the chemical potential µ. Each column corresponds to a
different phase of the Polyakov loop. Results for βg = 7.4 and the lattice 83 × 4.

µ θP ∼ 0 θP ∼ +2π/3 θP ∼ −2π/3
0.0 2.6×1041 1.1×1041 1.1×1041

0.1 2.7×1041 1.1×1041 1.0×1041

0.2 3.3×1041 1.1×1041 9.2×1040

3.4.4 Free energies

In the last part of this chapter we will look at differences of the free energies, given as

F q(T ) = − 1

β
ln
Z(q)(T )

Z(0)(T )
. (3.52)

This quantity measures the difference between the free energies of two canonical ensembles;
the one with the quark number equal to 0 and the other with q. Using the relation (3.17),
we will evaluate

F q(T ) = − 1

β
ln

〈
Re detN [D](q)

〉

g〈
Re detN [D](0)

〉

g

. (3.53)
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Figure 3.12: The free energy difference F (q) for q = 3 (lhs) and q = 6 (rhs). Results from
the lattices 63 × 4 and 83 × 4.

As we derived in Appendix C.4, in the center symmetric phase the canonical partition
sums for q 6= 3n vanish. Signals of such a behavior were found in Tab. 3.14. Therefore
we study only the free energies for q = 3n. Thus we can calculate the partition sums on
the whole interval of the inverse coupling constant, i.e, both in the center symmetric phase
and in the center broken phase.

The dependences of F (q) on the coupling βg are plotted in Fig. 3.12. In the center
broken phase F (q) follow relative constant behaviors, while in the vicinity of the critical
value of βg ≈ 7.7 and in the center symmetry phase we see F (q) increase with decreasing
βg. The behavior confirms that in the center broken phase the system of particles has
smaller free energy, which indicates the deconfined phase. In the center symmetric phase
the system should have confining properties therefore the free energy gets larger. For the
larger lattice, we see the changes of the free energies F (q) are slightly sharper, but to give
a satisfactory answer of the nature of this transition we should study more accurately the
energies and their derivates, like the specific heat, at various lattice sizes and coupling
constants.

3.5 Summary II

We investigated the newly proposed factorization formula, which enables us to calculate
canonical fermion determinants very efficiently. The key ingredients are the suitable divid-
ing of the lattice and the introduction of the chemical potential as a boundary condition.
Furthermore we studied various methods of performing the calculations of canonical de-
terminants. Here the winding expansion approach is a very accurate method compared to
the numerical Fourier projection.

Having set up the methods, we looked at some properties of the canonical partition
functions and grand canonical functions for ensembles of quenched configurations. We
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showed the impact of the center symmetry. We also found out a strong supression of
the configurations with the non-trivial phase of the Polyakov loop in the grand canonical
ensembles. Finally, we calculated free energies on various lattices.

This chapter represents new results of my collaboration with prof. C. Gattringer from
Karl-Franzens University, Graz. The work is a continuation of Ref. [4]. The computation
was done by me, i.e. the careful setup of both methods as well as all simulations. The
other parts - the motivations and the ideas concerning some aspects of the canonical
approach, are mostly contributions of prof. Gattringer. A publication of the results is
in preparation. Some preliminary results were already presented at the Winter School of
Theoretical Physics in Schladming 2009 as a poster.



Chapter 4

Casimir scaling in G2 lattice gauge

theory

In previous chapters we have discussed conceptual issues of the lattice formulation of
fermionic degrees of freedom from the point of view of thermodynamics. As we have seen,
there are still a lot of problems to consider the current situation as satisfactory. In this
chapter, we focus our attention on a different problem – the prominent problem of color
confinement. Although an explanation why quarks and gluons are not observed as free
particles will eventually require inclusion of dynamical quarks, some basic features can be
learned about the confinement mechanism by studying simplified theories containing only
gluons and static (infinitely massive) quarks.

Confinement can be expressed as nonexistence of color-charged particles in the spec-
trum of QCD, i.e. there are only color-singlet states. In spite of it, QCD is richer and is
not limited to the singlet representation. The fermionic constituents, quarks, are from the
fundamental (triplet) representation of SU(3) and antiquarks from the antitriplet represen-
tation, respectively. The gluons are from the adjoint representation again. Combinations
of all of the constituents give, of course, the color singlet objects - mesons and baryons, or
glueballs etc. One can also imagine color charges from higher color representations, e.g. a
sextet, although these sources at large distances are expected to be screened by gluons to
the three “lowest” representations - triplet, antitriplet and adjoint. That means e.g. the
sextet quarks are screened to the antitriplet representation (antiquarks).

In the last chapter we have repeatedly emphasized the role of the center symmetry. It
is a global symmetry in Yang-Mills theory, but is explicitly broken in full QCD. We saw
the quantities which do not transform trivially under this symmetry behave differently
depending on their triality. In the case of string tensions, which measure the strength of
the force between a color charge and anticharge, we observe a triality behavior too which is
very strongly related to the representation of the charges. The triality-dependence comes
out for the string tensions at large distances. Namely, the asymptotic string tensions for
the charges from representations with triality equal to 0 are zero; the same non-zero value
of string tensions characterizes the force for all charges from the representation with triality
1, and for triality 2. Three possible values of the triality are related to how representations
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of color SU(3) transform with respect to transformations from its center, Z3, which consists
of three elements. Schematically, a representation r has triality equal to:

• zero if the center elements z ∈
{
1, ei2π/3, e−i2π/3

}
are transformed as

z13 = 13 exp

(
2πik

3

)
→ 1dr = 1dr exp

(
0.

2πik

3

)
,

• one if

z13 = 13 exp

(
2πik

3

)
→ z1dr = 1dr exp

(
1.

2πik

3

)
,

• two (or minus one) if

z13 = 13 exp

(
2πik

3

)
→ z∗1dr = 1dr exp

(
2.

2πik

3

)
.

dr is the dimension of the representation r, and by 1d we denote the d× d unit matrix.
The physical reason of a triality dependence in the case of the string tensions is the

screening of the attraction between the charge and anticharge by gluons. They are supposed
to be produced at large separations because of a large energy of the flux tube. The produced
gluons give rise to bound states with the original sources, leading thus to sources from lower
representations. The whole effect is observed as the screening down the string tension to
the value as we would have for charges from the lowest representation with the same triality.

In a more general case of SU(N), group representations can be classified according to
their N-ality (called representation class in mathematical literature). Its value tells how
a given representation of a Lie group transforms under a transformation from its center.
ZN , the center of SU(N), consists of N elements:

zk = 1N exp

(
2πik

N

)
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.

In this way we arrive at a general property of the SU(N) Yang-Mills theories, so-called
N-ality dependence. The arguments used for the SU(3) can be applied for SU(N) likewise.
Therefore the string tension at asymptotic distances of the charge-anticharge separation
are determined by the N -ality of the representation, i.e. all representations from the same
representation class are characterized by one value of the string tension.

The fact that asymptotically the force between color sources depends only on the N -
ality suggests that the group center plays an important role in the confinement mechanism,
and any model of confinement has to face this problem. It is directly built into the vortex-
condensation model of confinement, which was proposed by ’t Hooft [39] and many others.
It is assumed that the QCD vacuum is a condensate of surface-like objects, center vortices,
which carry a color magnetic flux quantized in terms of elements of the group center. The
way to identify center vortices in lattice gauge configurations was proposed by Del Debbio
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et al. [40, 41] and [42], and a lot of evidence for the model was accumulated in the last
years (as a review on the topic see [43]).

The center-vortex confinement scenario has recently been challenged by the proposal
to study confinement in G2 gauge theory. One believes that confinement is related to the
non-Abelian nature of the gauge group, and G2 is non-Abelian. At the same time, the
G2 group has a trivial center therefore it has no center vortices. The argument for the
N -ality dependence above leads here to a uniform behavior for all representations, i.e. all
representations have the same value of the string tension. The challenge which the scenario
is faced with is to answer in a satisfactory way which role, if any, the group center plays
in G2.

A model of the vacuum structure, common for SU(N) and G2, was suggested in [5], free
of the previous contradiction. The model explains the dependence of the asymptotic string
tensions between sources from various representations on the representation class only, and
at the same time predicts a proportionality of string tensions at intermediate distances on
the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator of the representation (Casimir scaling).
The verification of Casimir scaling in G2 is thus an important issue to support/disprove
the ideas of the model.

In this chapter, we are reporting about our investigation of the presence of Casimir
scaling in G2 lattice gauge theory; it is organized as follows: in Sec. 4.1, we will briefly
summarize basic definitions of a quark-antiquark potential on a lattice. Then, in Sec. 4.2 we
describe the model of vacuum [5]. It will be followed by a few facts about the exceptional
G2 group. Afterwards, we explain the applied lattice methods, and present a subset of
technical details on the enhancement of the ground-state overlap via smearing, and the
determination of renormalized anisotropies. Sec. 4.5 summarizes results, in particular
subsection 4.5.2 the fundamental representation potential, while 4.5.3 potentials for higher
representations. We end with a display of our results in physical scales and with some
concluding remarks.

4.1 Quark-antiquark potential

It is believed that confinement is a property of non-Abelian quantum gauge field theories,
but a rigorous proof is still lacking. There is also no unambiguous definition of what
confinement exactly means. One can describe the property as e.g.

• the nonexistence of colored asymptotic states (or isolated particles with non-vanishing
color charge) in the spectrum of the theory;

• the fact that any scattering of hadrons produces only hadrons;

• the mass gap in the spectrum of states of the theory (this is how the problem is
described in one of the “millennium problems” of the Clay Mathematical Institute);

• the linear rise of the potential between an infinitely massive quark and antiquark.
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The last fact is amenable to direct experimental measurement in numerical simulations of
QCD in the lattice formulation. In fact, the linear rise of the potential was demonstrated in
pioneer papers of Creutz [44] and was repeatedly verified by numerous later computations.

In reality, the interquark potential never rises indefinitely. A generally accepted picture
is that if a massive (but not infinitely massive) quark and antiquark are pulled apart, the
color field between them is squeezed into a flux tube, the energy of which is proportional
to its length. When enough energy is accumulated in the tube another quark-antiquark
pair is created in the middle of the tube, the tube (“string”) breaks, two colorless mesons
are produced, and the interquark potential flattens.

The phenomenon of string breaking can be studied in time consuming QCD simulations
with dynamical quarks, and it is quite tricky to observe the effect numerically. However, if
one is only interested in the confining potential before the string breaks, one can consider
a simplified situation of infinitely massive (non-dynamical) quarks. Their interaction is
governed by gluons (gauge fields) only, no string breaking and quark-antiquark pair creation
is possible. So the signal for confinement in pure gauge theory is unambiguously the linear
rise of the quark-antiquark potential at sufficiently large distances (outside the Coulomb
region). The constant in front of the linear term in the potential is called string tension.

To measure the potential and string tension between two color sources, there are three
methods. Each of them differs which quantity we investigate. One can measure:

• the minimal energy of a qq̄-pair (suggested in [45]),

• the free energy of a qq̄-pair (suggested in [46]),

• the free energy of electric flux on torus (suggested in [47]).

If one considers thermodynamics, the first method corresponds to a zero-temperature mea-
surement of the string tension; the other enable us to measure the string tension in principle
for all temperatures. All string tensions are related according to [48] as

σW ≥ σP

∣∣∣∣
β=∞

≥ σtH

∣∣∣∣
β=∞

. (4.1)

The first proposal [45], done at the very beginning of lattice QCD, will be used by us
too, and we start with its description. In Ref. [45], the author argued from a theoretical
point of view for the relation

e−(V0(r)+const)T =

∫
D[Aν ] Tr Peig

H

C Aτdzτ e−Sg =:< WC > (4.2)

at large T . Here WC is called the Wilson loop, and V0 defines the potential energy of a
qq̄-pair. The relation (4.2) was derived rigorously later in [49], and it is very appropriate for
a study of confinement using lattice regularization and methods of statistical mechanics.

In a nutshell, the derivation is the following:1 we consider the two-particle state:

|~x, ~y >= Ψ̄Q(~x, 0)U(~x, 0; ~y, 0)ΨQ(~y, 0)|Ω0 >, (4.3)

1One can find the full derivation e.g. in [50] or in [49].
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where we use the gauge-field operator

U(~x, 0; ~y, 0) = Peig
R ~y
~x dzi.Ai(~z,0). (4.4)

It is the so-called path-ordered Schwinger line operator. It ensures the gauge invariance of
the state (4.3). Now we calculate the Green function

G(~y′, ~x′, T ; ~x, ~y, 0) =< ~y′, ~x′|e−HT |~x, ~y > (4.5)

in the limit when the quark masses (denoted as m) go to infinity. The Green function can
be expressed by means of the propagator in the static case (because of the large mass).

G(~y′, ~x′, T ; ~x, ~y, 0) ∼ δ(~x′ − ~x)δ(~y′ − ~y)e−2mT < WC > . (4.6)

On the right-hand side of (4.5), we insert the operator 1 =
∑

n |n >< n|, obtaining thus

G(~y′, ~x′, T ; ~x, ~y, 0) =
∑

n

< ~y′, ~x′|n > e−EnT < n|~x, ~y >, (4.7)

from where we can extract the energy of the lowest state in the limit T → ∞. Because
we assume a static case, we pop out from E0 the potential like it is shown in (4.2). For a
rectangular loop, it can be written in a simple way as

E(R) = − lim
T→∞

1

T
ln < W (R, T ) > . (4.8)

At the end, we make a short remark about the relation between Wilson loop and
confinement. Confinement could be explained by the existence of a non-vanishing string
tension σ such that the potential, at least for a certain region of qq̄-separations, has the
form:

V (r) ∼ σr.

In that case the Wilson loop behaves for large T as:

< W (R, T ) >∼ e−σT.R = e−σA.

A is the area of the minimal surface of the loop, that is why the behavior is called area
law. Applying it backwards, when one sees the area law for the Wilson loop, it signals
the confining behavior of the theory. A signal of non-confining behavior is the so-called
perimeter law behavior, expressed as

< W (R, T ) >∼ e−c(T+R) = e−2cP ,

where P is the perimeter of the loop and c is a constant.
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4.1.1 Force between quark-antiquark pair

The basic property of the quark-antiquark potential (for infinitely heavy external sources)
is

d2V (R)

dR2
≤ 0, (4.9)

which was shown in [51]. The statement is also true when one includes dynamical fermions.
For pure gauge theories there is an additional property, i.e.

dV (R)

dR
≥ 0. (4.10)

Thus the force is never repulsive.

Beside the basic feature (4.9), the potentials V (R) between color sources from different
representations of the gauge group exhibit in SU(N) gauge theory different behavior in
three regions of distances:

• Coulomb behavior at short distances, i.e.

Vr(R) ∼ Cr
α

R
. (4.11)

Its presence is due to the perturbative one-gluon exchange. Coulomb behavior is not
related to confinement. Clearly, the one-gluon exchange is proportional to the eigen-
value of quadratic Casimir operator Cr therefore in this region we observe Casimir
scaling of the potential Vr(R).

• Casimir scaling of the string tension at intermediate distances: here the potential is
linearly rising, i.e.

Vr(R) ∼ σrR. (4.12)

Thus the potential is ”confining”. Additionally, the string tension σr is proportional
to the quadratic Casimir operator Cr.

• The region with Casimir scaling at asymptotic distances goes into the region with an
N -ality dependence, in which

σr = f(kr)σF . (4.13)

The string tension is now proportional to a function of kr which is the N -ality of the
representation r of the group SU(N). Thus the potential is again linearly rising, or
it is zero in the case of representations with zero N -ality.

The physical picture of the N -ality dependence, screening caused by gluons, was
given above in the beginning of the chapter.

In the next subsection, we are describing in more detail the region with Casimir scaling.
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4.1.2 Casimir scaling

For the static external source in a color representation r, there is an intermediate region
where one observes that the string tension is approximately proportional to the eigenvalue
of the quadratic Casimir operator Cr of the representation r, i.e.

σr ≈
Cr
CF

σF . (4.14)

There are two theoretical arguments in favor of Casimir scaling: dimensional reduction
and factorization in the large-N theories. Instead of going into details, we make an impor-
tant remark. One consequence of the large-N factorization is that the Casimir scaling is
exact at N = ∞. If N < ∞, there is a good chance that, at least for some intermediate
distances, we see the Casimir scaling. To support that argument we look at the behavior
of the sources in the adjoint representation in the strong coupling expansion (i.e. g → ∞).
In that case the expectation value of the Wilson loop of size C = L × L in the adjoint
representation is [43]

WA[C] = N2e−2σFL
2

+ e−16σFL. (4.15)

If N → ∞, the first term is the important one and the other is negligible; thus the string
tension is σA = 2σF . When N <∞, the first term dominates only up to a certain distance,
obtaining there the string tension σA ≈ 2σF .

In this example we see the N -ality dependence too. For each finite N at asymptotic
distances the second term dominates, but this term does not lead to the area law. Therefore
we obtain σ = 0 which means the adjoint charge and the anticharge are screened totally by
gluons. It is so for all charges from a representation with the same N -ality as the adjoint
representation.

The Casimir scaling for SU(3) was observed in lattice simulations in Refs. [52] and [53].
From [52] we show the behavior of the potential for β = 6.0 and β = 6.2 (see Fig. 4.1).
In Tab. 4.1 we give theoretical predictions for Casimir scaling which are approximately
confirmed by the experimental data. Similarly in Ref. [54], Casimir scaling for SU(2)
gauge theory was shown.

Table 4.1: Group theoretical factors for SU(3). D is the dimension of the representation,
(Λ1,Λ2) are the Dynkin coefficients, and dD = CD/CF denotes ratios of the quadratic
Casimir charges.

D 3 8 6 15a 10 27 24 15s
(Λ1,Λ2) (1, 0) (1, 1) (2, 0) (2, 1) (3, 0) (2, 2) (3, 1) (4, 0)
dD 1 2.25 2.5 4 4.5 6 6.25 7
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Figure 4.1: The ratio of the dimensionless lattice potential VD(r/a, a)/VF (r/a, a) for β =
5.8 (left) and β = 6.2 (right), in comparison to the expected Casimir scaling prediction.
Pictures are taken from Ref. [52].

4.2 Simple model of vacuum structure

The N -ality dependence of asymptotic string tensions comes out quite naturally in the
center-vortex model of confinement. The Casimir scaling at intermediate distances can
be attributed to finite thickness of center vortices, as advocated using a simple model in
Ref. [55]. This model was extended and generalized to arbitrary non-Abelian gauge group
in Ref. [5]. The model assumes that the vacuum is patterned in 2D slices by regions or
domains with total flux approximately equal to a center element. However, each domain
does not present a homogeneous flux, but independent fluctuations are assumed inside of it.
We have to say that the ambition of the model is not a rigorous description of the vacuum,
but to reveal some new aspects of the relation between the group center and confinement.

The model assumes that each domain has a certain effect on the value of the Wilson
loop, which is expressed by a multiplication factor. It is a function of: relative position of
the loop and the domain, size of the domain, size of the loop. The multiplication factor is
a group element for which the following form was suggested:

Gr(α, S) = Sei~α
n. ~HS+, (4.16)

where n denotes the type of the domain, related to the center element zn, ~α
n is a function

of the geometry, of their relative position and sizes, S is a random group element, Hi are
generators of the Cartan subalgebra, r labels the representation of the group. One assumes
for α

ei~α
n. ~H =

{
1 when the domain is fully outside the loop,

zn, zn ∈ group center when the domain is fully inside the loop.
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The average contribution of a domain is

Gr[αn]1dr :=

∫
dS Sei~α

n. ~HS+ =
1

dr
χr[e

i~αn. ~H]1dr , (4.17)

where dr is the dimension of the representation, and χ is the character. Finally, we assume
that arbitrary two domains are uncorrelated, i.e. the position of any domain is independent
of positions of other domains.

Now let us illustrate how to apply this model to obtain Casimir scaling and N -ality
dependence. We choose for simplicity the gauge theory with SU(2) as the local gauge
group. In this case z1 = 1 or z2 = −1. We consider a planar Wilson loop C and an
arbitrary domain of type n = 1, 2 centered at x. Because of our interest in the expectation
values, we can apply the averaged contribution (4.17) even on a single loop:

Wr[C, x, n] = {Gr[αn(x)]} tr [UU . . . U ], (4.18)

where U are the links of the loop C. Thus the expectation value is

〈Wr[C, x, n]〉 = {Gr[αn(x)]} 〈Wr,0[C]〉 .
〈Wr,0[C]〉 is the expectation value of Wilson loop non-affected by domains. It does not
contribute to the string tension because it has a perimeter-law falloff. Taking into account
every possible configuration (number and positions of domains) and averaging over them,
we get

〈Wr(C)〉 ≈
∏

x

{
(1 − f1 − f2) + f1Gr[α1

C(x) ] + f2Gr[α2
C(x) ]

}
〈Wr,0(C)〉

= exp

[
∑

x

ln
{
(1 − f1 − f2) + f1Gj[α1

C(x) ] + f2Gj[α2
C(x) ]

}
]

]
〈Wr,0(C)〉 .(4.19)

Here fi is the probability that the center of an i-type domain is located at any given
plaquette in the plane of the loop, x labels these plaquettes.

As we said, the model expects a domain structure of the vacuum. In Ref. [5] an ansatz
for αn was suggested based on the assumption that every domain can be divided into
subregions which fluctuate almost independently. The only constraint is that the total flux
of every domain is approximately equal to center element, more precisely: exp (iFn/2) = zn.
The ansatz has the form

(αnC(x))2 =
An
2µ

[
A

An
− A2

A2
n

]
+

(
Fn

A

An

)2

, (4.20)

where An is the area of the domain (of the type n), which we can be set in the simplest case
to be equally large for each domain, Fn is the total flux of the domain, A is the intersection
of the loop C and the domain, and µ is a parameter. The ansatz expects that (αn)2 behaves
as an averaged sum of squared fluxes of every subregion from the intersection.

Using this ansatz, we can derive both scalings. Consider the loop R × T with the
condition R ≪ T . The string tension is encoded only in the exponent of (4.19). Two
limiting cases can be considered:
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1. R ≪ L where L is the extent of a domain, i.e. A ≈ L2:

For our approximation the expression (4.20) gives: α1
C ≈ α2

C ≈
√

R
2µ
.L ≡ α. We

insert this result into (4.17), and we obtain

Gj [α] =
1

2j + 1
χj[e

iα.σ3/2] =
1

2j + 1

eiα(2j+1)/2 − e−iα(2j+1)/2

eiα/2 − e−iα/2
(4.21)

Gj[α] ≈ 1 − 1

6
α2j(j + 1) for α≪ 1.

Thus the potential is:

Vj(R) ≈ −
1/2L∑

x=−(1/2)L+R

ln
{
(1 − f1 − f2) + f1Gj [α1

C(x) ] + f2Gj [α2
C(x) ]

}

Vj(R) ≈ −L ln
{
(1 − f1 − f2) + f1Gj [α1

C ] + f2Gj [α2
C ]
}

(4.22)

Vj(R) =
f1 + f2

6

L2

2µ
j(j + 1)R,

i.e. the string tension is proportional to j.(j + 1) which is the value of the quadratic
Casimir operator in the j-th representation of SU(2).

2. L≪ R:

Here we set A1 = A2 = A therefore the relation (4.20) gives: α1
j = 0 and α2

j = 2π.
Inserting it into (4.19), we find that

Vj(R) ≈ −
R−(1/2)L∑

x=(1/2)L

ln
{
(1 − f1 − f2) + f1Gj [α1

C(x) ] + f2Gj [α2
C(x) ]

}

Vj(R) ≈ −R ln {(1 − f2) + f2.Gj [2π]} . (4.23)

So the string tension is:

σasymj =

{
− ln (1 − 2f2) j = half-integer

0 j = integer.
(4.24)

The result represents the N -ality behavior for the case of SU(2):

• In every representation with j equal to half-integer, the Wilson loop feels the
center flux of the domains, and every representation has the same string tension
as the fundamental one.

• In every representation with integer j, the center is trivial, i.e. it is represented
by a unit matrix, and the Wilson loops behave as one expects for the adjoint
representation - the string tension vanishes.
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4.3 G2 gauge theory

The G2 pure gauge theory falls into the class of theories with trivial center. Other represen-
tatives of this class are gauge theories with groups SU(N)/ZN , with the simplest example
SU(2)/Z2 = SO(3). The SO(3) gauge theory was studied in recent years, e.g. in Ref. [56].
Their outcomes are: (i) there are suggestions (but no proof) that both theories, SU(2) and
SO(3), have the same continuum limit, (ii) the adjoint representations of both theories
are equivalent (the same is true for all j-integer representations), (iii) the first homotopy
groups are the same, which is true even in a more general case

π1(SU(N)/ZN) = ZN . (4.25)

The first point tells us that both theories could be equivalent. The third point enables
to define center vortices by means of topologically nontrivial paths on the group manifold
thus a remnant of the non-trivial center still remains in the theory. However, there are
three groups with π1(G/ZG) = 1 and a trivial center. They are the exceptional groups: G2,
F4 and E8. That means they are trivial from the topological and group point of view, thus
they represent a very specific laboratory to test the role of group center in confinement.

G2 group is the smallest of the 5 exceptional simple Lie groups, at the same time
the simplest for which the universal covering group is the group itself [57]. The basic
information on the group can be found e.g. in Refs. [57, 58]. For the sake of completeness
we will summarize a few facts in this subsection, additional information including the
notations can be found in Appendix D.

The G2 group has rank 2 and 14 generators. Its fundamental representation is 7-
dimensional. It is real and a subgroup of SO(7). Therefore G2 is a group of 7×7 orthogonal
matrices D with unit determinant. G2 matrices satisfy 7 additional cubic constraints:

Tabc = TdefDdaDebDfc,

T127 = T154 = T163 = T235 = T264 = T374 = T576 = 1, (4.26)

where T is an antisymmetric tensor non-zero elements of which are listed above (up to
permutations of indices).

For our study of Casimir scaling we will need higher representations. According to
(4.2), we need only traces of matrices, not matrices in the higher representations directly.
Here we can make use of tensor decompositions of various tensor products. Group theory
provides the following relations:2

{7} ⊗ {7} = {1} ⊕ {7} ⊕ {14} ⊕ {27},
{7} ⊗ {14} = {7} ⊕ {27} ⊕ {64}, (4.27)

{14} ⊗ {14} = {1} ⊕ {14} ⊕ {27} ⊕ {77} ⊕ {77′},
{7} ⊗ {27} = {7} ⊕ {14} ⊕ {27} ⊕ {64} ⊕ {77}.

2The decompositions were obtained using LiE, a clever computer algebra package for Lie group com-
putations. For details, see [59].
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Assume now D
{D}(g) is a matrix corresponding to an element g ∈ G2 in its D-

dimensional irreducible representation. Then the relations (4.27) imply that traces of
higher-representation matrices can be expressed through traces of the fundamental- and
adjoint-representation matrices:3

Tr D
{27} = −1 − Tr D

A − Tr D
F + (Tr D

F )2,

Tr D
{64} = 1 + Tr D

A + Tr D
A · Tr D

F − (Tr D
F )2,

Tr D
{77} = −Tr D

A − Tr D
F − 2 Tr D

A · Tr D
F − (Tr D

F )2 + (Tr D
F )3,

Tr D
{77′} = Tr D

A + (Tr D
A)2 + 2 Tr D

F + 2 Tr D
A · Tr D

F − (Tr D
F )3. (4.28)

The adjoint-representation matrix is constructed from the fundamental one:

D
A
ab(g) = 2 Tr

[
D
F (g)† ta D

F (g) tb
]
. (4.29)

Confinement in G2 gauge theory: Confinement in the pure gauge theory with G2

as gauge group differs slightly from SU(N) cases. In SU(N) sources from the fundamental
representation cannot be screened by gluons, and there is a non-vanishing string tension
at asymptotic distances. One can say that massive fundamental quarks are permanently
confined in SU(N) pure gauge theory. The situation is different in G2. To explain the
difference, we look at tensor products again. We list the simplest products:

{7} ⊗ {7} = {1} ⊕ {7} ⊕ {14} ⊕ {27},
{7} ⊗ {7} ⊗ {7} = {1} ⊕ 4{7} ⊕ . . . ,

{7} ⊗ {14} ⊗ {14} ⊗ {14} = {1} ⊕ {7} ⊕ . . . (4.30)

The first product tells us that there is a color singlet state of two quarks in the funda-
mental representations, which corresponds to ”mesons”. The next is the same statement
about ”baryons” in G(2). The last product states that a singlet can be made from the
bound state of three gluons and one quark. Such a situation is forbidden in the SU(3) due
to the different N -ality of the fundamental representation on the one hand, and the trivial
and adjoint representation on the other hand. The consequence is that the string tensions
for G(2) in both representations (fundamental and adjoint) behave identically for very
large distances - they vanish. An equal behavior of the string tension can be found even
for higher representations. Nevertheless, the string tension can be non-zero for a certain
intermediate range of qq̄-separations. Such a case could be called temporary confinement.

The same result can be obtained using the model of vacuum structure discussed in Sec.
4.2. The center is trivial in the case of G2 therefore there is only one type of domains.
Using the same procedure as for SU(2), we obtain from large Wilson loops:

V{D}(R) ≈ −
R−(1/2)L∑

x=(1/2)L

ln
{
(1 − f1) + f1G{D}[α

1
C(x) ]

}

V{D}(R) ≈ −R ln
{
(1 − f1) + f1.G{D}[0]

}
= −R ln {(1 − f1) + f1.1]} = 0, (4.31)

3We suppressed the argument g and used F and A instead of {7} and {14} to denote the fundamental
and adjoint representation respectively. The symbol Tr is understood in the usual matrix sense, i.e.

Tr D
{d} =

∑d

a=1
D

{d}
aa .
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i.e. the asymptotic string tension is σr = 0 for all representations. This is a plain conse-
quence of the fact that the center is trivial and consists of the identity element only. Still,
if there are domains in the G2 vacuum whose fluxes sum up to a trivial center element, we
get for Wilson loops smaller than the typical size of the domains:

V{D}(R) ≈ −L ln
{
(1 − f1) + f1G{D}[α

1
C ]
}
∼ C{D}R. (4.32)

Here one uses a formula Tr {D} [H iHj] ∼ δijC{D} for G{D}.

Summarizing, while zero asymptotic string tension is a natural consequence of the triv-
iality of the G(2) group center and its homotopy groups, Casimir scaling at intermediate
distances follows from the assumption about the domain structure of the Yang-Mills vac-
uum. Thus it is a crucial test of its validity which can be performed on a lattice. The
linear rise of the fundamental-representation potential at intermediate distances was al-
ready observed in numerical simulations [5], but has been tested for higher representations
for the first time in our work [6].

The eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator for the D-dimensional irreducible
representation {D} of the G2 group can be computed from its Dynkin coefficients [λ1, λ2]
(see e.g. Ref. [60]4). Explicit values for the six lowest representations of G2 are listed in
Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: Group theoretical factors for G2. {D} is the representation, D its dimension,
[λ1, λ2] are its Dynkin coefficients, and d{D} = C{D}/CF denotes the ratio of its quadratic
Casimir to that of the fundamental representation.

{D} {7} {14} {27} {64} {77} {77′}
[λ1, λ2] [1, 0] [0, 1] [2, 0] [1, 1] [3, 0] [0, 2]
d{D} 1 2 2.3̄ 3.5 4 5

4.4 Technical settings of simulations

4.4.1 G2 lattice gauge theory

We closely follow the lattice formulation of G2 gauge theory outlined in Ref. [61]. On links
of a space-time lattice, one puts matrices Uµ(x) from the fundamental ({7}) representation
of G2. Those are represented by 7 × 7 complex matrices in a parameterization suggested
by [62], which makes explicit the separation into the G2/SU(3) coset group and the SU(3)

4The general formula is given in Appendix D; we adopted the convention used in Ref. [59].
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subgroup.5 (Details of the parameterization and generators6 of the parameterization are
summarized in Appendix D.)

We use the Wilson action:

S = −β
7

∑

x,i>0

ξ0 Re Tr [Pi0(x)] −
β

7

∑

x,i>j>0

1

ξ0
Re Tr [Pij(x)] , (4.33)

where Pντ (x) = Uν(x) Uτ (x+ ν̂) U †
ν (x+ τ̂ ) U †

τ (x). We introduced the usual redefinition of
the coupling constant7: β := 14/g2

0.
Thermalized lattice configurations can be generated by two types of updating: (i)

Because of the decomposition of G2 onto SU(3) and the corresponding coset, we can apply
a pure-SU(3) Cabibbo–Marinari updates followed by random G2 transformations; (ii) an
overrelaxation sweep which is based again on the decomposition; it is a combination of an
SU(3) overrelaxation together with a random G2 rotation. An exhaustive description of
the overrelaxation sweep can be found in [64], and a detailed description how to perform
a random gauge transformation in G2 is given in [65]. We use both updates in a fixed
combination: one overrelaxation after 5 G2 Cabibbo–Marinari steps.

In a lot of cases we work on asymmetric lattices with different lattice spacings in time
(at) and space (as) directions, therefore the action (4.33) contains a parameter ξ0 called
the bare anisotropy. The arguments for using asymmetric lattices are summarized in Sec.
4.4.3. To reproduce the usual classical gauge action in the naive continuum limit, the bare
anisotropy has to be chosen as ξ0 = as/at. However, what we need to achieve is a certain
fixed ratio of lattice spacings in space and time directions in physical units, ξ = aphys

s /aphys
t .

The renormalized anisotropy ξ is a function of ξ0 and β in the Wilson action (4.33), below
we will discuss a nonperturbative determination of ξ0 = f(ξ, β) to get a desired value of ξ for
a given coupling β. Thus we will get results comparable with those from symmetric lattices
in physical scales. Before that, we will recall a few basic facts about the determination of
the static potential from rectangular Wilson loops.

4.4.2 Static potentials from the lattice

Let us start from a symmetric lattice with lattice spacing a. On a set of thermalized
lattice configurations, we measure expectation values W (r, t) of Wilson loops of spatial
extent r = r · a and a temporal separation t = t · a.8 For large time separations

W (r, t) = c(r, a) exp[−V (r, a)t] for large t. (4.34)

5Another parameterization of G2 matrices, via Euler angles [63] using real matrices, was described in
Appendix B of Ref. [5].

6We are grateful to Axel Maas for deriving explicit expressions.
7In this chapter we are not interested in thermodynamics, and therefore the temperature and the inverse

temperature do not enter the issue. This fact enables us to use a simplification of the notation, and we
write the inverse coupling constant without the subscript g, introduced in Sec. 1.2.

8Boldface symbols, x, t, . . . , denote variables with the dimension of length/time, x, t, . . . , are used for
dimensionless quantities, i.e. x, t, . . . , divided by a, or as, at on an asymmetric lattice.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of perturbative contributions to the potential: the left figure repre-
sents the interacting part, the right figure does the self-energy part.

The static potential

V (r, a) = − lim
t→∞

1

t
lnW (r, t) (4.35)

consists of two contributions: the true r-dependent static potential due to the interaction of
a color source and anti-source, and the self energy contribution (independent of r) divergent
in the continuum limit (see Fig. 4.2). Thus we can write

V (r, a) =
1

a

[
V̂ int(r, a) + V̂ self(r, a)

]
. (4.36)

(Potentials with a hat are dimensionless.)

On an asymmetric lattice one can introduce three different potentials, defined as:

Vss(r, as)
∣∣∣
r=x

= − lim
y→∞

1

y
lnWss(x, y)

= − 1

as
lim
y→∞

1

y
lnWss(x, y), (4.37)

Vst(r, as)
∣∣∣
r=x

= − lim
t→∞

1

t
lnWst(x, t)

= − 1

at
lim
t→∞

1

t
lnWst(x, t), (4.38)

Vts(r, at)
∣∣∣
r=t

= − lim
y→∞

1

y
lnWst(y, t)

= − 1

as
lim
y→∞

1

y
lnWst(y, t). (4.39)

The Wilson loop Wss has both sides in spatial directions, while the second side of Wst lies
in the temporal direction (i.e. the one in which the lattice is discretized more densely).

In the continuum limit, one can expect Vss(r, as) = Vst(r, as) = Vts(ξr, at). This leads
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to two simple relations between the interaction potentials:

V̂ int
ss (r, as) = ξ V̂ int

st (r, as) + ∆V̂ self , (4.40)

V̂ int
ss (r, as) = V̂ int

ts (ξr, at). (4.41)

Because of a relatively small finite size effect, one can assume an approximate validity of
these relations on small lattices, see [52, 66].

4.4.3 Renormalization of the anisotropy

Arguments for the usefulness of working on an asymmetric lattice have been clearly dis-
cussed e.g. in [52, 66]: a reduction of lattice artifacts, a certain hope to decrease errors

due to the influence of the self energy V̂ self , etc. The determination of static potentials at
a fixed separation of sources relies on relations like (4.34) and requires to evaluate W at
as many t values as possible. Our main motivation for using asymmetric lattices beside
symmetric lattices thus was to have more data points available in the physical t window.
We worked with lattices L3 × (2L), but wanted to keep the total physical length of the
lattice in all directions the same, i.e. the renormalized anisotropy ξ = aphys

s /aphys
t = 2. To

determine the bare anisotropies ξ0 = f(ξ, β) that lead to ξ = 2 at the used values of the
coupling β we applied the procedure of [66]. One requires that the static potentials, which
one can introduce on an asymmetric lattice, fulfill conditions (4.40) and (4.41). To avoid

the nontrivial task of reliable determination of ∆V̂ self in Eq. (4.40), we estimated ξ0 using
the latter condition.

In practice, we computed, for a given β and lattice size, quantities:

Rss(r, y) =
Wss(r, y)

Wss(r + 1, y)
, Rst(r, t) =

Wst(r, t)

Wst(r + 1, t)
, (4.42)

and searched for a value of ξ0 to fulfill9

Rss(r, y) = Rst(r, t = 2y). (4.43)

To achieve this we calculate the quantity

δ(r, y, t) =
Rss(r, y)

Rst(r, t)
− 1 (4.44)

for two trial ξ0 at fixed β. Then by a simple linear interpolation we find the value of ξ0
where δ(r, y, 2y) = 0. Of course, the obtained value of ξ0 somewhat depends on the chosen
pair of side lengths (r, y) in Eq. (4.43). Since larger Wilson loops have smaller values and
larger errors, we restricted ourselves to combinations (2 ÷ 3, 2 ÷ 3) only.

The described nonperturbative determination of ξ0 was performed in simulations for
β = 9.5 (about 3000 configurations at each trial ξ0) and 9.7 (1000 configurations at each

9To remind: Both quantities satisfy V̂i(y) = limr→∞ lnRi(r, y).
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β ξ0(2, 2) ξ0(2, 3) ξ0(3, 2) ξ0(3, 3)

9.5 1.572(14) 1.586(45) 1.580(41) 1.596(279)
9.7 1.626(22) 1.638(47) 1.627(50) 1.631(155)

Table 4.3: The bare anisotropy ξ0(r, y) obtained from different (r, y) pairs entering Eq.
(4.43).

ξ0) on a 123 × 24 lattice. The results are summarized in Tab. 4.3. For the production runs
we chose values close to ξ0(2, 3), but checked a rather weak dependence of the results on
its precise value. The value chosen for β = 9.6 was obtained by linear interpolation.

Our final set of bare anisotropies used in production runs was ξ0 = 1.590, 1.615, 1.640,
for β = 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, respectively.

4.4.4 Smearing

Another problem of the determination of static potentials from Wilson loops is the insuffi-
cient overlap of the trial quark-antiquark state with the ground state, especially at larger
spatial distances. An accepted remedy for this disease is not to construct Wilson loops
directly from link matrices, but to use smeared links instead.

To lay out the problem10 we deal with, we go back to the formulas (4.2) and (4.7).
They lead to the relation:

< W (r, t) >=
∑

n

|Dn(r)|2e−Vn(r)t :=
∑

n

Cn(r)e
−Vn(r)t (4.45)

with the conditions

0 ≦ Cn(r) and
∑

n

Cn(r) = 1. (4.46)

Our trial state (4.3) is represented by a certain set of Cn(r). The problem is if C0(r) is
not the dominant term among the corresponding terms Cn(r). Then we have to compute
the expectation values < W (r, t) > for larger t. Otherwise we would be satisfied with
< W (r, t) > for smaller t; we would see an exponential fall off even there.

The reason why we have an insufficient overlap is that our trial state does not represent
ideally a ground-state configuration of the gauge field, a flux tube between charges. It
can also be understood that lattice ultraviolet noise suppresses the signal of the ground
state. Thus a straight Schwinger line has to be replaced by a set of lines connecting the
charges in order to have a larger ground state signal. This replacement is done in an
indirect way: Instead of calculating Wilson loops along complicated lines, we replace the
original space-like links by new ones where the new links are appropriate combinations of

10For more detail see e.g. [67] which we used as an inspiration to optimize the smearing procedure.
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the old space-like links. The procedure is called smearing. The restriction to space-like
links ensures that time evolution is not touched by the smearing procedure.

Various variants of smearing have been proposed in the literature11, we used the stout
smearing procedure of Morningstar and Peardon [69]. The smearing is performed in several
steps: First we calculate a weighted sum Sµ(x) of staples neighboring the link Uµ(x):

Sµ(x) = ρ
∑

ν 6=µ

[
Uν(x)Uµ(x+ ν̂)U †

ν(x+ µ̂) + U †
−ν(x)Uµ(x− ν̂)Uν(x− ν̂ + µ̂)

]
, (4.47)

ρ is a free parameter of smearing. We sum over directions ν depending on the potential
studied (perpendicular to the Wilson loop, used for calculation of the potential). In the
second step we project the product Ωµ(x) = Sµ(x)U

†
µ(x) (no sum over µ!) into the G2

algebra. Originally the projection in SU(3) was proposed as

Qµ(x) =
i

2

(
Ω†
µ(x) − Ωµ(x)

)
− i

6
Tr
(
Ω†
µ(x) − Ωµ(x)

)
. (4.48)

Using that Ω = A01+
∑

aAaλa where λa are the Gell-Mann matrices and Aa = 1
2
Tr[Ω.λa],

such a projection can be expressed as Q ∼
∑

a Im [Aa]λa. To be consistent, we defined our
projection as:

Qµ(x) =
∑

a

Im (Tr [Ωµ(x) ta]) ta, (4.49)

where ta are generators of the algebra (see Appendix D). In the last step, the smeared link
is calculated as

U sm
µ (x) = exp [iQµ(x)]Uµ(x). (4.50)

The exponential function of matrices was calculated by means of spectral representation
and LAPACK subroutines. One can derive very easily as shown in [69] that stout smearing
replaces the original links by an infinite number of paths, constructed from old links;
Fig. 4.3.

Optimization: To setup the parameters of smearing, we investigate, at fixed r, a
function of expectation values of Wilson loops defined as:

c0(r, t) =
W (r, t)t+1

W (r, t+ 1)t
. (4.51)

In the limit t→ ∞, it behaves as

c0(r, t) = C0(r) + C1(r)
(
(t+ 1)e−(V1−V0)t − te−(V1−V0)(t+1)

)
+ . . . (4.52)

So this is an approximant to the ground-state overlap (to be reached in the t→ ∞ limit),
and decreases monotonically (in t) to its asymptotic value. An indication of the closeness
to asymptotia is when the quantity reaches a plateau as a function of t.

11For a review with some comparisons of different methods, see e.g. Ref. [68].
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Figure 4.3: The small-parameter expansion of the smearing procedure, picture is from
Ref. [69].

Another quantity of interest is:

Meff(r, t) = −1

2
ln

[
W (r, t+ 1)

W (r, t− 1)

]
, (4.53)

which approaches, from above, the ground-state potential for t→ ∞ as

Meff(r, t) ≈ V0(r) +
1

2

∑

i>0

Ci
C0
e−(Vi(r)−V0(r))(t−1). (4.54)

For an asymmetric lattice, we can define three different types of quantities c0(r, t),
corresponding to three different potentials:

c0,st(r, t) =
Wst(r, t)

t+1

Wst(r, t+ 1)t
, (4.55)

c0,ts(r, t) =
Wst(t, r)

t+1

Wst(t+ 1, r)t
, (4.56)

c0,ss(r, t) =
Wss(r, t)

t+1

Wss(r, t+ 1)t
, (4.57)

and likewise three types of Meff(r, t).

The smearing procedure depends on the parameter ρ and the number of smearing steps
Nsm. Our aim was to tune the set to maximize the ground-state overlap and to minimize
Meff . Typically, the optimal number of smearing steps grows by decreasing the value of ρ.
After a few trials we fixed ρ = 0.1 and looked for the optimal value of Nsm. The typical
behavior of Meff(r, t) and c0(r, t) for three sets of (r, t) is displayed in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.
In this particular case, the optimal number of smearing steps comes out to be Nsm ≃ 20,
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and depends only weakly on β and ξ0. In that way we proceeded for the asymmetric lattice
as well as for the symmetric lattice.12

After an extensive exploration of the effect of the free parameter ρ and of the number
of smearing steps Nsm used on the ground-state overlap, we chose: ρ = 0.1. The optimal
number of smearing steps was determined for each kind of potential on the asymmetric
lattice: Nsm = 20 for Vst, Nsm = 15 for Vss, Nsm = 5 for Vts (as an illustration see Figs. 4.4,
4.5, 4.6), and for potential on the symmetric lattice: Nsm = 20. In production runs we
always optimized each smearing procedure separately.
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Figure 4.4: The quantity Meff ,st(r, t) as a function of the number of smearing steps: the
left figure is for ρ = 0.01 and the right figure is for ρ = 0.1. (123 × 24 lattice, β = 9.5,
ξ0 = 1.8.)

As expected, smearing did enhance the ground-state overlaps considerably for all stud-
ied types of potentials. As final illustrations, we present here the behavior of the achieved
ground-state overlaps as functions of t. Results for β = 9.6 on the asymmetric lattice are
shown in Fig. 4.7. (For β = 9.5 and β = 9.7 we observed the same behavior, only errorbars
were slightly different.) In all figures only data with reasonably small errors are shown, for
the sake of readability. In the figure, the approximants of ground-state overlaps are shown
in the unsmeared and smeared cases, respectively, for the fundamental representation: we
see clearly that the smearing procedure significantly increases the overlaps and the length
of plateaus for all potentials. The behavior of (4.51) for the symmetric lattice are displayed
in Fig. 4.8 for β = {9.5, 9.58, 9.65, 9.73}. Here we see again good enhancement of the over-
laps similar to the asymmetric lattice. The behavior of the smearing procedure in the case
of higher representations will be discussed later.

12One should keep in mind – quoting from an extensive study of smearing by Dürr [68] – that “any
smearing recipe drastically reduces the noise and a detailed tuning of parameters and/or iteration level is
neither needed nor useful. [...] Only at absurdly high levels systematic effects get visible, presumably due
to the reduced locality in terms of the original links.”
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Figure 4.5: The quantity c0,st(r, t) as a function of the number of smearing steps: the left
figure is for ρ = 0.01 and the right figure is for ρ = 0.1. (123×24 lattice, β = 9.5, ξ0 = 1.8.)
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Figure 4.6: The quantity c0(r, t) as a function of the number of smearing steps: the left
figure is for the case ts and the right figure is for the case ss. (123 × 24 lattice, β = 9.5,
ξ0 = 1.59, ρ = 0.1.)

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Determination of potentials

As discussed earlier (Sec. 4.4.2), on an asymmetric lattice one can determine three kinds
of potentials from the expectation values of Wilson loops of various orientations, Wλ(r, t),
where the index λ assumes values ss, st, or ts. On a symmetric lattice, the situation
is simpler – we cannot distinguish various orientations. Therefore we omit the subscript
in the symmetric case, for the Wilson loops as well as for the potentials and the string
tensions. The corresponding potentials (in lattice units) can be determined [cf. Eq. (4.34)]
by fitting logarithms of the measured loops by linear functions in t:

− lnWλ(r, t) = Cλ + V̂λ(r) · t, λ ∈ {ss, st, ts}, (4.58)
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is common for all figures.
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in an appropriate interval of t values, from tmin to tmax. Usually, to get a reasonable fit,
one has to seek a compromise between two conflicting requirements: on one hand, to have
a sufficiently long t-interval, i.e. to use as small tmin and as large tmax as possible, and, on
the other hand, not to use too large t values to avoid loops measured with unacceptably
large error bars. In practice, however, with smeared links the problem turned out to be
less severe: logarithms of Wilson loops were to a good approximation linear down to t = 1
(see below), so we could choose for our fits tmin = 1. The upper limit tmax was chosen as a
value, at which the quantity used to monitor the ground-state overlap (see Subsec. 4.4.4)
dropped considerably or its error was of the size of its value.

A linear fit (4.58) in a fixed (tmin, tmax)-interval using the standard least-square method

provides an expected value of V̂λ(r) together with an estimate of its statistical error, δV̂λ(r).
This is almost certain to be an underestimate of the true error of the determination of the
potential: there exists also a systematic error due to the unavoidably subjective nature
of the choice of the fitting interval. To make at least a rough estimate of the order of
magnitude of this systematic error, we used a kind of “jackknife-like” procedure: From
the interval (1, tmax) we omit in turn the 1-st, 2-nd, etc., j-th point and make a linear fit
(4.58) to data points without the omitted point. In this way we obtain an ensemble of fit

values for V̂λ(r), and estimate the systematic error of the procedure as the square root of
the variance of this ensemble. It turns out that at small r values the systematic error is
of the order of the statistical one, but at large r values it is often an order of magnitude
larger.

4.5.2 Potential for fundamental representation

In this subsection we summarize results for potentials between static quarks and antiquarks
from the fundamental representation. Our main purpose is to calibrate our procedure and
to check the renormalization of the bare anisotropy. As a help for the calibration, we will
use results of an earlier investigation [5]. Results for higher representations are deferred
until Sec. 4.5.3.

Our simulations were performed on the weak coupling side of the crossover region
observed in Ref. [58] – at six values of the coupling β for the symmetric lattice and at
three values of the coupling β for the asymmetric lattice, respectively. Parameters of the
production runs are summarized in Tab. 4.4.

Fig. 4.9 clearly illustrates the fact that has been mentioned in Sec. 4.5.1: logarithms of
Wilson loops computed from smeared links are almost perfect linear functions of t, leading
to more data points especially at large r. The example shows Wst(r, t) for a series of t
values at fixed r. At the same time, the left picture shows the unsmeared values W (r, t)
are hardly useful for a determination of string tensions. Here W (r, t) for t . 3 and fixed r
do not follow an exponential behavior.

The corresponding value of the potential was then obtained by a fit (4.58). The resulting
potentials were then parameterized by the usual Coulomb plus linear form:

V̂λ(r) = ĉλ −
αλ
r

+ σ̂λ r, λ ∈ {ss, st, ts}. (4.59)
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Table 4.4: Simulation parameters. (Smearing parameters were listed in Sec. 4.4.4. In runs
on symmetric lattices thermalized configurations were separated by 35 sweeps consisting
of 5 updates described in Sec. 4.4.1 and 1 overrelaxation step, on asymmetric lattices we
used configurations separated by 15 such sweeps.)

β ξ0 lattice size Nconf

— symmetric lattices —
9.5 1 144 950
9.58 1 144 950
9.6 1 144 950
9.65 1 144 950
9.7 1 144 950
9.73 1 144 950

— asymmetric lattices —
9.5 1.590 143 × 28 960
9.6 1.615 143 × 28 940
9.7 1.640 143 × 28 960
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Figure 4.9: Logarithm of the expectation value of the fundamental Wilson loop Wst(r, t)
for fixed r-values as a function of t. (143 × 28 lattice, β = 9.6. The left figure represents
the unsmeared case and the right figures does the smeared case. Lines are drawn to guide
the eye.)

(A hat over a number again indicates that it is dimensionless lattice quantity, no hat is
needed on α.)

First we look at results computed for a symmetric, 144 lattice. A summary of calculated
α and σ̂ is in Tab. 4.5. In the table we list also the values from Ref. [5], obtained on 124

lattice. They are in reasonable agreement, the slight discrepancy between α values can
be attributed to different smearing procedures adopted. (Ref. [5] used a variant of the
procedure of Ref. [70].) As we said the purpose of smearing is to reduce ultraviolet noise
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Table 4.5: Parameters of the static potential between fundamental-representation charges,
Eq. (4.59), symmetric lattice (144).

Our results Ref. [5]

β α σ̂ α σ̂
9.50 0.294(5) 0.232(2) 0.28(5) 0.24(2)
9.58 0.296(3) 0.158(1) —– —–
9.60 0.296(3) 0.147(1) 0.313(2) 0.14(1)
9.65 0.297(2) 0.126(1) —– —–
9.70 0.293(3) 0.111(1) 0.318(8) 0.102(3)
9.73 0.294(3) 0.103(1) —– —–

in lattice configurations, but changes of link variables influence mostly the self-energy and
Coulombic parts of the static potential. Therefore unequal smearing procedures might lead
to a slightly different α.

At β = 9.7 also string tensions seem not to be compatible within errors. Finite size effect
has a minor effect on it too, but the main reason of this discrepancy is an underestimation
of our systematic errors.13 Let’s illustrate this point: We will provide the calculation of
string tension in 3 different ways:

• We use the procedure as it is outlined in Sec. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, with tmin = 1 .

• We proceed similarly to the 1st case, but with tmin = 2 .

• We use tmin = 1, but we apply the procedure [71], i.e. we use only data points with
r > 2. To have more points, we computed a few off-axis Wilson loops additionally.
They are diagonals of loops with sides: (2, 1, 0), (3, 1, 0), (4, 1, 0), (5, 1, 0).14

Results are given in Tab. 4.6 coming from 400 configurations. The errors of the 1st proce-
dure are about 1%. On the other hand, the difference of the other string tensions from the
σ1 grows slowly from about 2% to 4%. That means that our error bars are underestimated
but there is no preferred, unambiguously correct procedure. Nevertheless we will keep our
original error estimates, remembering the possible underestimate of the systematic errors.

Next we turn to asymmetric lattices and determine parameters of the three potentials
(4.37), (4.38), and (4.39). Those are summarized in Tab. 4.7.15 When looking at these

13Perhaps an underestimate might take place in Ref. [5] too. To support claim about the small finite
size effects, we determined the string tension by our procedure also on 124 lattice, and obtained a value of
0.109(2) for β = 9.7.

14These loops do not feel so strongly the violation of Lorentz symmetries on the lattice.
15We have some data on static potentials for the fundamental representation also from simulations on a

163 × 32 lattice, albeit with lower statistics. The estimated string tensions agree with those quoted above,
no strong finite-size effect was observed in this case. E.g., our preliminary values from the 163 × 32 lattice
are σ̂st = 0.199(2), 0.129(2), 0.097(2) at β = 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, respectively.
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Table 4.6: String tension computed with 3 different procedures. (Lattice: 144. 400 config-
urations.)

β 9.50 9.58 9.60 9.65 9.70
σ1 0.232(3) 0.159(2) 0.148(1) 0.127(1) 0.112(1)
σ2 0.238(6) 0.165(4) 0.153(3) 0.132(4) 0.116(4)
σ3 0.229(3) 0.153(1) 0.143(1) 0.121(1) 0.107(1)

Table 4.7: Parameters of the static potential between fundamental-representation charges,
Eq. (4.59), asymmetric lattice (143 × 28).

V̂st V̂ss V̂ts
β αst σ̂st αss σ̂ss αts σ̂ts
9.5 0.118(5) 0.1997(19) 0.249(31) 0.399(13) 0.194(5) 0.2482(22)
9.6 0.124(4) 0.1303(18) 0.264(34) 0.257(15) 0.231(7) 0.1784(30)
9.7 0.122(5) 0.0999(21) 0.264(36) 0.196(15) 0.244(8) 0.1452(33)

numbers, one should keep in mind that the errors quoted are just statistical. We did not
attempt to estimate systematic errors, which were discussed above and in Sec. 4.5.1. The
most reliable determination of parameters of the static potential comes from Wilson loops
Wst with the t-direction of the loop along the long lattice direction (in which the lattice is
more finely discretized).

One can now verify the correctness of the chosen values for the bare anisotropy ξ0
(cf. Tab. 4.3). We evaluate here the renormalized anisotropies using the calculated string
tensions again. The string tensions are calculated from smeared configurations compared to
the procedure [66] therefore we expect a more accurate determination of ξ. On the basis of
Eq. (4.40) one expects σ̂ss ≈ 2σ̂st and αss ≈ 2αst, which is satisfied to a surprising accuracy.
From the numerical values of the string tensions one obtains the renormalized anisotropies
ξ = 2.00(7), 1.97(12), and 1.96(16) for β = 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7, respectively. Similar relations
should hold between ss and ts parameters [see Eq. (4.41)]. However, they are fulfilled with
worse accuracy, because of systematic errors mentioned above. The available t intervals for
determination of these potentials are short, since the overlap with the ground state drops
fast with t at larger values of r (see Fig. 4.7 in Sec. 4.4.4).

The fulfillment of relations (4.40) and (4.41) is visually displayed in Fig. 4.10 for β = 9.6.
To appreciate the agreement, we insert Tab. 4.8. The relation (4.41) is fulfilled very well
for r = 2. It has to be so because we use the value ξ0(r, t) = ξ0(2, 3) to renormalize the
anisotropy. At the same time, we see same discrepancies for r = 1 and r = 3 due that
reason. The difference between V̂ss and ξ V̂st is expected to be a constant independent of
r (difference between self energies), our data support the expectation, see Fig. 4.11.

Finally, we checked that the exact value of the bare anisotropy ξ0 is not of vital im-
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Table 4.8: Values of the potentials Vts and Vss for β = 9.6 and β = 9.7, respectively.
(Lattice: 143 × 28).

β = 9.6 β = 9.7
r Vss(r) Vts(2.r) Vss(r) Vts(2.r)
1 0.7237(6) 0.7055(8) 0.6749(8) 0.6577(10)
2 1.113(5) 1.118(8) 1.003(5) 1.009(8)
3 1.412(13) 1.454(24) 1.241(14) 1.278(25)
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Figure 4.10: Potentials V̂st, V̂ss, and V̂ts. Distances r are measured in units of as. (143×28-
lattice, β = 9.6, ξ = 1.97.)

portance on asymmetric lattices. There were no large differences between the obtained
potentials and their string tensions when we used ξ0 = 1.61 instead of 1.59 at β = 9.5, or
ξ0 = 1.62 instead of 1.64 at β = 9.7.

4.5.3 Higher representations

After subjecting our procedure for determination of potentials to a number of tests in the
case of the fundamental representation, we are ready to proceed to the main subject of the
present chapter: potentials between static color sources from higher representations of the
G2 group. In the case of the asymmetric lattice, we will concentrate only on potentials V̂st
which can be determined most accurately.

The procedure is now in principle straightforward. A thermalized configuration is a set
of link matrices in the fundamental representation. We smeared these links over “spatial”
directions using the procedure described in Sec. 4.4.4. Then, we compute a fundamental
Wilson loop as a product of smeared link matrices along a closed loop (one side in a
“spatial” direction, the other in the “time” one). Before taking a trace, we compute the
matrix representing this loop in the adjoint representation using Eq. (4.29). Then we trace
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Table 4.9: String tensions σ̂ for different representations. (144 lattice.)

fundamental adjoint {27}
β σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F

9.50 0.232(2) 1 0.432(7) 1.87(3) 0.490(17) 2.12(8)
9.58 0.158(1) 1 0.304(3) 1.93(3) 0.351(8) 2.23(6)
9.60 0.147(1) 1 0.286(2) 1.94(2) 0.330(6) 2.24(4)
9.65 0.126(1) 1 0.250(2) 1.99(3) 0.287(2) 2.29(3)
9.70 0.111(1) 1 0.223(5) 2.02(5) 0.262(6) 2.37(6)
9.73 0.103(1) 1 0.209(4) 2.04(4) 0.243(6) 2.37(6)
Casimir ratio: 1 2 2.333

both the fundamental and adjoint Wilson loop matrix, and from these traces determine also
those of the loop matrices in higher representations via the set of formulas (4.28). Finally,
to obtain the expectation values of traces of Wilson loops of size (r × t), we average over
loop positions on a lattice, and over an ensemble of thermalized configurations in the usual
way.

To determine optimal numbers of the smearing steps, we investigate behaviors of c0,{D}

from (4.51) too. We again look at dependences of c0,{D} on the number of the smearing
steps for fixed r and t. The results for the asymmetric lattice are shown in Fig. 4.12. We see
c0,{D} have similar behavior as in the fundamental representation. Comparing with Fig. 4.5,
we conclude we can choose the same numbers of smearing steps to enhance overlaps with
ground state in all used higher representations on the asymmetric lattice as well as on the
symmetric lattice. In Fig. 4.13 we display the behavior of c0,{D} as a function of t for the
optimal number of smearing step in the case the representations {14}, {27}.

Illustrative results for Wilson loops in higher representations are displayed in Fig. 4.14
for β = 9.6. The results look very much the same as in the case of the fundamental
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lattice, β = 9.6. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.)

representation (Fig. 4.9). Values of the potential at various separations r are obtained by
fits of the form (4.58). The results for β = 9.6 are shown in Fig. 4.15. It is clear that all
higher potentials show a linear rise similar to the fundamental representation in the same
range of distances.16

The obtained potentials were fitted again by the Coulomb plus linear form (4.59). The
resulting values of string tensions are summarized in Tabs. 4.9 and 4.10. The measured
values lie very close to predictions based on Casimir scaling, and the agreement with
Casimir scaling tends to improve by increasing β, i.e. the deeper we enter the weak-
coupling region above the crossover. In Fig. 4.16 this fact is exemplified on ratios of
different representation potentials to the fundamental one at fixed r. At all distances, the

16Though the string breaks in all representations of G2, we had no ambition to observe it in our sim-
ulations. It is well known from earlier studies (see e.g. [72]) that it is of utmost difficulty to see string
breaking on a lattice. Such a task is currently far beyond our possibilities, and is also not relevant to our
main message.
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Table 4.10: String tensions σ̂st for different representations. (143 × 28 lattice. Because of
large errorbars, it was not possible to determine reliably string tensions for the {77} and
{77′} representations at β = 9.5.)

fundamental adjoint {27}
β σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F
9.5 0.1997(19) 1 0.376(6) 1.883(35) 0.429(8) 2.148(45)
9.6 0.1303(18) 1 0.253(4) 1.942(40) 0.292(6) 2.241(55)
9.7 0.0999(21) 1 0.196(4) 1.962(57) 0.228(5) 2.282(69)
Casimir ratio: 1 2 2.333

{64} {77} {77′}
β σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F
9.5 0.612(25) 3.065(129) — — — —
9.6 0.436(8) 3.346(77) 0.488(20) 3.745(162) 0.596(22) 4.574(180)
9.7 0.347(11) 3.473(132) 0.396(16) 3.964(181) 0.492(16) 4.925(191)
Casimir ratio: 3.5 4 5

ratios are close to the Casimir-scaling prediction, even though we made no attempt to get
rid of the self-energy contributions. The impact of the self-energy contributions will be
discussed in the next subsection.

In this context, the question of systematic errors again pops up: Could they not in-
validate the above agreement with Casimir scaling? As discussed in detail in Sec. 4.5.1,
modifications of the fitting procedure lead to changes of determined string tensions, i.e.
our method underestimates the systematic error. Therefore we look at influences of the
modifications on the ratios of the string tensions. We again calculate some string tensions
by the three methods described in Subsec. 4.5.2. The results are summarized in Tabs. 4.10,
4.11 and 4.12. The Casimir-scaling result comes out to be quite robust against these modi-
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Figure 4.16: Left: Ratios V̂{D}/V̂F for different representations {D} are shown as functions
of the dimensionless r. Horizontal lines show Casimir-scaling predictions (144 lattice).

Right: Ratios V̂st,{D}/V̂st,F for different representations {D} are shown as functions of the
dimensionless r. Horizontal lines show Casimir-scaling predictions. (143×28 lattice. A few
points from off-axis Wilson loops are also included, those were not used in string-tension
determination.)
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Table 4.11: Same as Tab. 4.10, from potential fits (4.58) with tmin = 2. Lattice: 143 × 28.

fundamental adjoint {27}
β σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F
9.5 0.192(1) 1 0.358(6) 1.866(34) 0.406(8) 2.120(43)
9.6 0.121(1) 1 0.237(3) 1.960(30) 0.273(4) 2.255(41)
9.7 0.090(1) 1 0.181(3) 2.015(40) 0.209(4) 2.328(54)
Casimir ratio: 1 2 2.333

Table 4.12: Same as Tab. 4.10, from potential fits (4.58) with tmin = 1 and r > 2. Lattice:
143 × 28.

fundamental adjoint {27}
β σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F
9.5 0.214(5) 1 0.407(17) 1.902(91) 0.466(25) 2.178(127)
9.6 0.140(5) 1 0.280(12) 2.000(112) 0.323(18) 2.307(153)
9.7 0.109(6) 1 0.221(11) 2.028(150) 0.258(16) 2.367(196)
Casimir ratio: 1 2 2.333

fications: though string tensions changed in all representations by up to 10%, they always
went in the same direction, and thus their ratios changed only slightly. In some cases, the
ratios fulfill the Casimir-scaling predictions even better.

4.5.4 Potentials in physical scale

Finally, if we want to compare potentials at different values of the coupling β, we need to
fix the physical scale. Usually, lattice spacings as are expressed in units of the Sommer
scale r0 defined via the relation [38]:

r2dV

dr

∣∣∣∣
r=r0

= r2dV̂

dr

∣∣∣∣∣
r=r0/as

= 1.65. (4.60)

In lattice QCD, one uses for the Sommer scale a phenomenological value of r0 = 0.5 fm.
In the case of G2 we obtain estimates of lattice spacings listed in Tab. 4.13.

To illustrate scaling property of our results, we compare potentials at various values of
the coupling constant β and various lattices in another scale. The physical scale will be
represented here by

√
σ̂(β) instead of as(β)/r0.

17 We focus our attention on the dependence
of V i/σ1/2 on r.σ1/2. The potential V i means the interacting part of a potential, i.e.
V i = V − V self. As it was argued and shown e.g. in [73] and [74]: the self-energy V self

depends only on cut-off and diverges in the limit a → 0. It does not depend on qq̄-
separation so it does not have an effect on the force between them. On the other hand, one

17Both of
√

σ(β) and as(β) have the same asymptotic scaling behavior.
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Table 4.13: The physical scale (4.60) for all values of β and both lattices.

as/r0
β Lattice: 144 Lattice: 143 × 28

9.50 0.414(2) 0.532(12)
9.58 0.342(1) —–
9.60 0.329(1) 0.427(15)
9.65 0.305(1) —–
9.70 0.286(1) 0.372(18)
9.73 0.276(1) —–
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Figure 4.17: Left: The fundamental-representation potential in physical units, all β values,
from 143 × 28 lattice. (The constant ĉ, cf. Eq. (4.59), is subtracted. The line is drawn to
guide the eye.) Right: The same figure for the adjoint-representation.

assumes a universal behavior of V̂ i to get potential in the continuum. Thus that means
we are interested in the potential V i expressed in units of

√
σ(β).

In Figs. 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19, we show the dependence of V i/σ1/2 on r.σ1/2 in three
examples: In Fig. 4.17 we show the scaling behavior for Vst,F and Vst,A in units of

√
σst,F ;

in Fig. 4.18 we display the same for the symmetric lattice. Finally, to see the consistency
of the results from both types of lattice, we plot the same figure for the fundamental
representation with the potentials of asymmetric lattice and symmetric lattice, respectively.

Once we have expressed our results in physical units, we can make an overall fit (4.59)
to our data for all β values. The results for three lowest representations are listed in
Tab. 4.14. We obtain a result in agreement with Tab. 4.10. The ratios deviate about 2%
from the predicted values, and the string tensions touch these predicted values practically
within errorbars.
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4.6 Summary III

Each non-Abelian gauge theory with a different gauge group represents a separate theory.
Nevertheless, they share some common features. A particular important feature of those
theories is confinement. Namely, confinement in QCD is assumed not to be a particular
consequence of the group SU(3), but we believe theories with non-Abelian gauge group
are all confining (in the sense discussed in the introduction to this chapter). If it is so, G2
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Table 4.14: Results of the fitting procedure (4.59) for the 1st three representations in the
scale given by

√
σst,F . Lattice: 143 × 28.

fundamental adjoint {27}
σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F σ̂ σ̂/σ̂F

0.987(12) 1 1.932(17) 1.956(29) 2.249(37) 2.279(46)
Casimir ratio: 1 2 2.333

should not represent any exception compared with SU(2) and SU(3).
From the point of view of the center-vortex confinement mechanism, these theories

behave similarly. When center vortices are present, in theories with a non-trivial center,
they cause the expected N -ality dependence of asymptotic string tensions. In a theory
with a trivial center, the asymptotic string tension for all representations is zero. But even
though a centerless theory like G2 gauge theory possesses no non-trivial center-vortex-like
objects, still its vacuum can contain domain structures. Ref. [5] suggested a universal and
simple model in which such vacuum domains cause Casimir scaling of static potentials
in the intermediate distance interval, until color screening sets on. Casimir scaling was
observed in lattice simulations of SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theories long ago, the model
prediction called for verification also in the G2 lattice gauge theory.

Our results [6] showed (approximate) Casimir scaling for static potentials between
color charges from the six lowest representations of G2. The difference between measured
and predicted values of intermediate string tensions is very small. For smaller coupling
constants it is at most 10–11%, and for larger values we reproduced the predicted values
within errorbars thus no difference is here at all. In a physical scale, one sees deviations
only at a level of 2%. The results of course cannot prove that the model is right, but
combined with the solid evidence for Casimir scaling in SU(2) and SU(3) provide support
for its main ingredients (common for all groups) – magnetically disordered vacuum with
a domain structure. An unsolved question remains how to identify such domains. The
explanation of Casimir scaling represents a challenge to all models pretending to be able
to explain confinement.

As in the previous chapters, we again outline the contributions of each author at the
end. The work (published in Ref. [6])represents a continuation of [5] on which my supervisor
collaborated. After his proposal and under his supervision, the work was done by me. I
wrote and tested the code for simulations of the G2 gauge theory, experimented with various
variants of updates and smearing, determined the optimal parameters of production runs,
ran the simulations, and analyzed the data. Finally, I presented the evidence of Casimir
scaling in G2 gauge theory on the conference Confinement VIII in Mainz (2008). The
contribution was also published in Proceeding of Science, see [75].

Our string tension results, partly unpublished, were used to set the physical scale in a
recent investigation [76] (see the acknowledgment in footnote 2 of the paper).
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Chapter 5

Summary

This dissertation thesis covers selected problems related to two aspects of the theory of
strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics: thermodynamics of QCD and color con-
finement. The problems were treated in a nonperturbative way, in the lattice formulation
of the theory. Main results of our investigation can be summarized in the following way:

• Our first study, presented in Chapter 2, focused on properties of thermodynamical
quantities for free massless fermions at non-zero temperature and chemical potential
on a lattice. We used the so-called overlap Dirac operator and introduced the chemical
potential in a way proposed recently by Bloch and Wettig [2], based on analytic
continuation of the usual sign function in the complex plane. The overlap Dirac
operator satisfies the proper lattice chiral symmetry defined by the Ginsparg–Wilson
relation, and therefore represents an appropriate formulation for massless fermions.

We analyzed the behavior of the free-fermion energy density and the number oper-
ator at non-zero chemical potential. We found that the expected behavior of these
quantities in the continuum limit was reliably approached both at zero and non-zero
temperatures. The conclusion is that overlap fermions with the suggested analytic
continuation provide both chiral symmetry and the correct description of fermions
at finite density, at least for free fermions. At the end of this study we showed that
the overlap fermions have a quantitatively similar behavior like Wilson fermions in
the region of relatively small chemical potentials, where both deviate a little from
the continuum limit.

• Further (Chapter 3) we studied the canonical formalism of thermodynamics. An
important aspect which motivates a study of canonical partition functions is the
possibility to reproduce the grand canonical partition function from canonical ones
via the fugacity expansion; in this way, one can circumvent the fermion sign problem.
Recently, a factorization formula of the fermion determinant was proposed in Ref. [4],
which is based on the proper division of the lattice and redefinition of the chemical
potential.
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We investigated various implementations of the factorization formula to evaluate
fermion determinants efficiently both in the grand canonical approach and in the
canonical one. First, using the factorization we were able to study finite-temperature
systems of larger size than it was possible before. Second, we looked at some proper-
ties of the canonical partition functions and grand canonical functions for ensembles
of quenched SU(3) configurations. Here we showed how center symmetry was man-
ifested in properties of both canonical and grand-canonical fermion determinants.
We also observed strong suppression of configurations with a non-trivial phase of the
Polyakov loop in grand canonical ensembles.

• Confinement of color is believed to be a common feature of non-Abelian gauge the-
ories, related to the complicated structure of the vacuum and independent of the
particular choice of the gauge group. Therefore it should exist both in real QCD
as well as e.g. in a theory with the exceptional Lie group G2 as a gauge group. On
the other hand, SU(N) and G2 gauge theories differ in many important aspects. For
example, the center of the gauge group – which was shown to be important for both
confinement and at finite temperatures – is nontrivial for an SU(N) group, while
it is trivial in the case of G2. This apparent contradiction is a reason why the G2

gauge theory has recently attracted attention as a laboratory for studying various
questions about the nature of the phenomenon of color confinement. In particular,
Ref. [5] presented a simple model of the vacuum structure, common for SU(N) and
G2, in which the center plays a role, irrespective whether it is trivial or nontrivial.
The essential ingredient of the model is that the vacuum possesses a domain struc-
ture and color magnetic fields fluctuate almost independently in each domain, only
fulfilling a constraint that the total flux corresponds to an element of the center.
A specific prediction of the model is a linear rise of static potentials between color
charges from all representations of the gauge group at intermediate distances. Pro-
portionality constants of the linear terms in static potentials, the string tensions,
should obey Casimir scaling, i.e. should be proportional to the eigenvalues of the
quadratic Casimir operator in color-charge representations. As the last topic of the
thesis, we undertook an attempt to verify the prediction in numerical simulations of
G2 lattice gauge theory.

We showed that (approximate) Casimir scaling for static potentials between color
charges from the six lowest representations of G2 is indeed present. The difference
between measured and predicted values of intermediate string tensions is very small.
For smaller coupling constants it is at most about 10%, and for larger couplings the
predicted values are reproduced within errorbars. This result – combined with the
solid evidence for Casimir scaling in SU(2) and SU(3) gauge theories – provides sup-
port for the model of the vacuum with a domain structure. It represents a challenge
for all models of the confinement mechanism to find a natural explanation of the
observed Casimir scaling.
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It does not seem apt to draw any far-reaching conclusions from results of this thesis.
Both problems studied, QCD thermodynamics and color confinement, are vast fields where
a huge amount of intellectual power is being invested, but the final solutions are out of
sight. However, we believe that the thesis brings modest, but relevant contributions related
to both of them.
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Appendix A

Conventions and lattice symmetries

A.1 Conventions

1. Pauli matrices

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

2. γ-matrices

• The Minkowski γ-matrices: They obey

{γµ, γν} = 2gµν1 with gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1),

where µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and we use the following representation ( chiral represen-
tation)

γ0 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, γj =

(
0 σj

−σj 0

)
.

We will usually use the Euclidean γ-matrices, therefore the Minkowski γ-matrices
will be written as γMµ .

• The Euclidean γ-matrices: They obey

{γµ, γν} = 2δµν1 with δµν = diag(1, 1, 1, 1),

where µ, ν = 1, 2, 3, 4 and we define them as γj = iγMj for j = 1, 2, 3 and
γ4 = γM0 . γ5, defined as γ5 = γ1γ2γ3γ4, has the form

γ0 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

The γ-matrices obey

γµ = γ†µ = γ−1
µ for µ = 1, . . . , 5.

• Roman indices - i, j, .. denote the three spatial components and we use the
notation:

~b = (b1, b2, b3).
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A.2 Lattice symmetries

Time reflection T is defined on the lattice as

ψ(x) → γ4γ5ψ(xT ) for x4 6= 0

ψ̄(x) → ψ̄(xT )γ5γ4 for x4 6= 0

ψ(x) → γ4γ5ψ(xT )eiπ for x4 = 0

ψ̄(x) → ψ̄(xT )γ5γ4e
iπ for x4 = 0

U4(x) → U−4(x
T )

Uj(x) → Uj(x
T ),

where xT is time reversed point, i.e. xT = (~x,−x4). e
iπ defines the antiperiodic boundary

conditions in the 4th direction for fermions. For the gauge fields we used the convention
U−4(~x, x4) = U †

4(~x, x4−1). It represents actually a reflection at the plane defined by x4 = 0.
Center symmetry is a global symmetry on space slices of the lattice. It has the form:

U → U
′

:





U

′

4(~x, x4) = zU4(~x, x4) ∀~x and x4 fixed

U
′

= U otherwise.
(A.1)

z is an element of the center of SU(3), i.e.

z ∈
{
1, ei2π/3, e−i2π/3

}
. (A.2)



Appendix B

Free fermions in the continuum

B.1 The partition function

The Lagrangian density (at the classical level) is given as:

L = ψ†γ0
M

(
iγ0
M

∂

∂t
+ i~γM .~∇−m

)
ψ

for a system in the space 〈0, β〉×L3. Here the volume V is equal to L3, and β is the inverse
temperature. The canonical variables are the fields ψ and π = iψ†. The Hamiltonian and
the conserved charge have the following forms

H =

∫
d3x ψ̄(−i~γ.~∇ +m)ψ , Q =

∫
d3xψ†ψ.

Making two transformations1:

1. Wick rotation to imaginary time τ = it,

2. and then the Fourier transformation of the fields (plus some algebraic operations),

we obtain for free energy F in the massless case:

F = lnZ = ln tr e−β(H−µQ)

F = c+
∑

~p

2
[
βP + ln

[
1 + e[−β(P+µ)]

]
+ ln

[
1 + e[−β(P−µ)]

]]
, (B.1)

where P 2 = p2
1 + p2

2 + p2
3 and c is an unimportant constant. For the case L → ∞ we get

the result

F = c+ V

∫
d3p

(2π)3
2
[
βP + ln

[
1 + e[−β(P+µ)]

]
+ ln

[
1 + e[−β(P−µ)]

]]
. (B.2)

1See [21] where one can find the derivation of the free energy.
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B.2 The energy density and the number operator in

the continuum

Using the result (B.2), we first calculate the energy density. F is related to the energy
density as:

ǫ(µ, T ) = − 1

V

∂

∂β
ln Z|µ.β=const .

Instead of this quantity we are interested in

ǫ(µ, T ) − ǫ(0, T ).

As the first operation, we calculate the partial derivative, and then we do the integration

ǫ(µ, T ) − ǫ(0, T ) = 2.4π

∫
dp

(2π)3
p3

[
1

1 + eβ(p−µ)
+

1

1 + eβ(p+µ)
− 2

1

1 + eβp

]
,

ǫ(µ, T ) − ǫ(0, T ) = −2.4π
1

(2π)3

7π4 + 360
[
PolyLog[4,−e−µ/T ] + PolyLog[4,−eµ/T ]

]

60
T 4

where PolyLog[n, z] =
∑∞

k=0
zk

kn . The last step is to expand around µ = 0:

ǫ(µ, T ) − ǫ(0, T ) =
µ2

2
T 2 +

µ4

4π2
.

In a similar way we can calculate the pressure density

p(µ, T ) − p(0, T ) =
µ2

6
T 2 +

µ4

12π2
.

Combining both results gives the correct equation of state, i.e.

ǫ = 3p.

Another quantity we are interested in is the expectation value of the number operator,
given as

〈Nq(µ, T )〉 =
T

V

∂

∂µ
lnZ.

We will proceed as in the calculation of the energy density:

〈Nq(µ, T )〉 = 2 T
∂

∂µ

∫
d3p

(2π)3

[
βP + ln

[
1 + e[−β(P+µ)]

]
+ ln

[
1 + e[−β(P−µ)]

]]
,

〈Nq(µ, T )〉 − 〈Nq(0, T )〉 =
1

π2

[
2 PolyLog[3,−e−βµ]

β3
− 2 PolyLog[3,−eβµ]

β3

]
.

Finally we expand this around µ = 0.

〈Nq(µ, T )〉 − 〈Nq(0, T )〉 =
µT 2

3
+

µ3

3π2
.



Appendix C

Partition functions

C.1 Relation between ZGC and ZC

In the path integral formalism, the grand canonical partition sum has the form

ZGC(T, µ) =

∫
D[U ]D[ψ̄, ψ] e−Sg−SF +µ

R 1/T
0

dτ Q, (C.1)

where T is the temperature of the system, µ is the chemical potential. One can define
the canonical partition sum by fixing the number of quarks, which is done by fixing the
conserved charge Q =

∫
d3~xψ̄γ4ψ to a value q as it was shown in [77]:

ZC(T, q) =

∫
D[U ]D[ψ̄, ψ] e−Sg−SF δ (q −Q) . (C.2)

Rewriting the delta function using Fourier transformation, we find

ZC(T, q) =
1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iqϕ
∫

D[U ]D[ψ̄, ψ] e−Sg−SF +iQϕ

=
1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iqϕ
∫

D[U ]D[ψ̄, ψ] e−Sg−SF +iϕT
R 1/T
0

dτ
R

d3~xψ̄γ4ψ

=
1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕ e−iqϕZGC(T, iϕT ) ≡ 1

2π

π∫

−π

dϕe−iqϕZ
(i)
GC(T, ϕ). (C.3)

Here we used the fact that Q is conserved. At the end, we have to remind the formula
(C.3) is a relation for imaginary chemical potential, satisfying µ = iϕT .
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C.2 Hopping expansion for the fermion determinant

The Wilson-Dirac operator1 can be written in a form like

DW = (m0 +
4

a
) (1− κH) (C.4)

where κ = 1/(am0 + 4) is the hopping parameter and

H(x, y) =

4∑

ν=1

[
1− γν

2
Uν(x)δx+ν̂,y +

1 + γν
2

U †
ν(x− ν̂)δx−ν̂,y

]
(C.5)

is the so-called hopping matrix. If we turn on the chemical potential, the terms, represent-
ing the hopping in the 4th direction, are multiplied by the exponential functions of µ (or
ϕ in the case of the imaginary chemical potential). By a rescaling of the fermion fields, we
get rid of the prefactor (m0 + 4

a
). Now the fermion determinant can be expressed as

det[DW ] = det[1− κH ] = etr ln(1−κH) = exp

{
−

∞∑

j=1

1

j
κj tr

[
Hj
]
}
. (C.6)

The expression means we calculate the exponential function of the traces of closed loops
(the trace tr includes also a trace over the lattice points x therefore only the closed loops
survive). So we get

det[DW ] = exp

{
∑

L∈L

cL Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}
, (C.7)

where L is the set of all closed loops L and cL are complex numbers corresponding to each
closed loop L. Now let us replace the exponential function by its expansion,

det[DW ] = exp

{
∑

L∈L

cL Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}

=

∞∑

n=0

1

n!

{
∑

L∈L

cL Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}n

, (C.8)

which enables us to write the determinant as

det[DW ] = 1 +

{
∑

L∈L

cL Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}
+

1

2

{
∑

L∈L

cL Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}2

+ . . . , (C.9)

det[DW ] ≡
∑

s∈S

ds

{
∏

L∈s

Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}

. (C.10)

In the last step we wrote the determinant as a sum over a set S which is the set of all
terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (C.9). That means each element s ∈ S represents an
arbitrary set of closed loops on the lattice. The first product of Eq. (C.10) runs over all
loops L which are constituents of the set s, and the other is the product of links along the
loops L ∈ s.

1The derivation works for other types of Dirac operator as well.
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C.3 Periodicity of ZGC for imaginary chemical poten-

tial

An important property of the grand canonical partition function ZGC for imaginary chem-
ical potential is its periodicity with a period equal to 2π/3, i.e.

Z
(i)
GC(T, ϕ) = Z

(i)
GC(T, ϕ+ k

2π

3
), (C.11)

where k ∈ Z. The proof on the lattice is as follows:2 one can express the fermion determi-
nant by means of a loop representation Eq. (C.7); thus we have

Z
(i)
GC(T, ϕ) =

∫
D[U ] e−Sg [U ]. exp

{
∑

L∈L

cLTr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}
(C.12)

and

Z
(i)
GC(T, ϕ+ k

2π

3
) =

∫
D[U ] e−Sg [U ]. exp

{
∑

L∈L

cL e
ik 2π

3
w(L)Tr

[
∏

l∈L

Ul

]}

, (C.13)

where w(L) is the winding number of the loop L and L is the set of all closed loops on
the lattice. Here we use the same argument as in Sec. 3.1.3: if we change the chemical
potential ϕ→ ϕ+ k 2π

3
, each closed loop gets the extra factor exp

{
ik 2π

3
w(L)

}
.

Trivially, Eq. (C.13) leads to a 2π-periodicity in the variable ϕ because the function
eix is periodic with the period 2π. Additionally, even a larger symmetry is present in
(C.13). Let us make a center transformation (A.1) with z = eik

2π
3 . Such a transformation

is a symmetry of the gauge action. Because the measure D[U ] is supposed to be a Haar
measure, it is invariant under this rotation too. So we get immediately the relation (C.11).
QED

C.4 ZC(T, q) = 0 for q 6= 3n

Let us perform the following shift of the variable ϕ in the formula (C.3):

ϕ = ϕ′ + k
2π

3
.

The right-hand side can be written as:

ZC(T, q) = e−iqk
2π
3

1

2π

π−k 2π
3∫

−π−k 2π
3

dϕ′e−iqϕ
′

Z
(i)
GC(T, ϕ′). (C.14)

2The proof for a general case can be found in [33].
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Here we apply the 2π
3

-periodicity of the grand canonical partition function, thus we obtain

ZC(T, q) = e−iqk
2π
3 ZC(T, q) (C.15)

which implies: ZC(T, q) = 0 for q 6= 3n.



Appendix D

The exceptional group G2

Representations. The dimension of a G2 representation can be determined using Weyl’s
dimension formula which has in our case the form:

dim R =
1

1080
(Λ1 +1)(Λ2 +1)(3Λ1 +Λ2 +4)(3Λ1 +2Λ2 +5)(3Λ1 +3Λ2 +6)(6Λ1 +3Λ2 +9)

(D.1)
where Λ1 and Λ2 are non-negative integers (called Dynkin coefficients in group theory)
which fully define the representation. By means of (D.1) we obtain:

• The trivial representation, corresponding to (Λ1,Λ2) = (0, 0), is one-dimensional.

• The fundamental representation (0, 1) has1 DF := dim RF = 7.

• The adjoint representation has DA := dim RA = 14.

• The next representations have dimensions: D = 27, D = 64, there are two different
representations with D = 77 and so on.

The representations will be denoted by brackets, e.g. {1}, {7}, {14}, {27}, {64}, {77},
{77′}.

The dimensionD of a representation of G2 can be expressed in a simpler form (according
to [78]):

D =
9

40
(ℓ21 − ℓ22)(ℓ

2
2 − ℓ23)(ℓ

2
3 − ℓ21), (D.2)

making the transformation: ℓ1 = 1
3
(1+λ1), ℓ2 = 1

3
(4+λ1 +3λ2), and ℓ3 = 1

3
(5+2λ1 +3λ2).

The ratio of its quadratic Casimir operator to that of the fundamental representation
is according to the general group expression in [60]:

d{D} ≡
C{D}

CF
=

1

6

(
5λ1 + 9λ2 + λ2

1 + 3λ2
2 + 3λ1λ2

)
(D.3)

1We define a simpler notation for the dimension of a representation R as dim R = D.
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Parameterization of G2

We use the parameterization of G2 matrices based on [62] and [58]. The G2 matrix is
given by 3 complex numbers - k := (k1, k2, k3)

T - which parameterize the coset and by an
SU(3) matrix - Z. The G2 matrix is written thus in the form:

G = A.B, (D.4)

where the matrix A is

A =




C(k) µ(k)k D(k)∗

−µ(k)k+ 1−|k|2

1+|k|2
−µ(k)kT

D(k) µ(k)k∗ C(k)∗



 (D.5)

with

C(k) =
1

∆

{
1− kk+

∆(1 + ∆)

}
, D(k) = −W (k)

∆
− k∗k+

∆2
(D.6)

and

Wα,β = ǫα,β,γkγ , ∆(k) =

√
1 + |k|2. (D.7)

The matrix B is

B =




Z 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 Z∗



 . (D.8)

Lie algebra. G2 algebra is 14 dimensional. All the time we work with the representa-
tion based on [62], defined by the following generators:

t1 =
1√
8

(P12 + P21 − P56 − P65) ,

t2 =
i√
8

(P21 − P12 − P56 + P65) ,

t3 =
1√
8

(P11 − P22 − P55 + P66) ,

t4 =
1√
8

(P13 + P31 − P57 − P75) ,

t5 =
i√
8

(P31 − P13 − P57 + P75) ,

t6 =
1√
8

(P23 + P32 − P67 − P76) ,

t7 =
i√
8

(P32 − P23 − P67 + P76) ,

t8 =
1√
24

(P11 + P22 − 2P33 − P55 − P66 + 2P77) ,
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t9 =
1√
24

(
P16 − P25 +

√
2P34 +

√
2P43 −

√
2P47 − P52 + P61 −

√
2P74

)
, (D.9)

t10 =
i√
24

(
P25 − P16 +

√
2P34 −

√
2P43 −

√
2P47 − P52 + P61 +

√
2P74

)
,

t11 =
1√
24

(√
2P24 − P17 + P35 +

√
2P42 −

√
2P46 + P53 −

√
2P64 − P71

)
,

t12 =
i√
24

(
P35 − P17 −

√
2P24 +

√
2P42 +

√
2P46 − P53 −

√
2P64 + P71

)
,

t13 =
1√
24

(√
2P14 + P27 − P36 +

√
2P41 −

√
2P45 −

√
2P54 − P63 + P72

)
,

t14 =
i√
24

(√
2P14 − P27 + P36 −

√
2P41 −

√
2P45 +

√
2P54 − P63 + P72

)
,

where (Pij)ab = δiaδjb. The generators are normalized to satisfy:

Tr (ta · tb) = 1
2
δab. (D.10)
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